THINKING OF TRAVELLING?
Contact IAN

WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235 day or night for efficient service and
personal help in your home. Tickets will be delivered to you.

JOHANNESBURG
Book Now for July and Rosh HaShana

Adults from

$586

+ taxes &
security

• Australia, New Zealand and Far East from $1380
• 3, 4 and 7-day packages + Charter Flights to CYPRUS, MALTA, ITALY,
		PARIS, PRAGUE, BERLIN, AMSTERDAM, BARCELONA & OTHER PLACES.

CRUISES

EARLY BIRD
discounts on all
cruises. Alaska,
Fjords, Europe,
Mediterranean

SPECIAL CRUISES FROM HAIFA TO GREEK ISLANDS, ITALY AND SPAIN
10 nights in July and August. Limited space available. Be the first lucky passenger, book now.

DISCOUNT TICKETS FOR MACCABI GAMES OPENING IN JERUSALEM, including buses
leaving from different places. Reserve your places now and avoid disappointment. Contact Ian 09-7744235 and book now.
A M E R I C A H E R E W E CO M E ! ! !

F l i g h t s t o N ew Yo r k f ro m . . .

Book Early for July holidays and chagim to avoid disappointment

$549

plus taxes & security

FOR THE BEST SERVICE CONTACT: IAN WALDBAUM

tel: 09-7744235; ianwald@gmail.com
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include airport, fuel or security taxes or registration fees. Subject to availability in class of ticket with respective airline on specific flights only.
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cover photo: Ami and Hallel Kline playing in the snow outside of Jerusalem.
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Never Mind the Weather

ber one item of news - the weather! The buildup was incredible –
gale-force winds and snow were
forecasted - so we buttoned up
the hatches and prepared for our
infrequent altercation with nature. It made a refreshing, some
Frumer - who were in
expressed “cathartic” change, and
Israel to prepare for Israel Apartheid
Writing from the UCT campus,
our most memorable images were not
Week (IAW) in March. “We hope your
Telfed’s Advocacy Workshop graduof congested traffic but of the smiling
participation at our workshop will
ate Luigi wrote to Israel:
young faces only too happy to miss
serve you well in the battles you will
“Today, I was reminded how often
school and build snowmen instead.
shortly face,” expressed Dave Bloom,
Jews are told:
The weather cleared and reality set
Chairman of Telfed. It sure did.
to forget about the holocaust,
in as the country retuned ‘back to
In sharp contrast to IAW, these two
to forget about the past and move on.
business’ including building coalistudents organized Israel Peace Week
to understand that the holocaust is no
tions rather than snowmen.
and set up an Abraham’s Tent, offerjustification for Israel to be a state,
However for Telfed it was never a
ing Humus and pita as well as learning
to know that Jews are safe to live anycase of being ‘snowed in’ but ‘snowed
about life in Israel from five Ethiopian
where in the world.
up’ as the work-load piled up. During
students from the IDC, Herzliya,
Pesach we are familiar with “the four
Today, on the steps of Jammie Plaza,
whose families left Ethiopia because
questions” our children recite in song.
at UCT, a university that stood as a basof the “apartheid” there against Jews.
To the many more questions contion of equality and free speech in the
Neither the enemies of Israel nor the
fronting our community and society,
height of Apartheid. An African stunotorious Cape ‘South-Easter’ disTelfed is in the thick of it in seeking
dent leading the voice of students under
rupted the Israeli flags and Abraham’s
and providing answers.
his organisation announced to the uniTent standing proud on UCT campus.
While drilling and clanking continues
versity that:
Capetonians enjoyed the daily hospito be the daily soundtrack at Telfed’s
“It is okay for Palestinians to kill Israelis
tality in Abrahams Tent of good Israeli
building in Ra’anana, it’s all shaping up
because they have the devil inside them”.
company, good Israeli cuisine, and the
to offering a further eight apartments
truth – a change from the usual diet
Today, I say as a South African, I am
for future Olim. In the Chairman’s
of lies and distortions!
ashamed that a fellow South African
Passover Report (page 10) and elsesought to justify the destruction
where in the magazine, you
Message of Peace. Seen here in Cape Town during Israel
of another people.
will read of the new excitApartheid Week (IAW) are the Ethiopian students from the IDC,
Today, I was reminded why Israel
ing projects and activities
Herzliya, who were prepared for their encounter in South Africa by a
exists and must continue to exist.
new group called Truth be Told (TbT).
Telfed is involved in from
Today, I realised I can no longan innovative Ethiopian
er be silent.
project, personal reports
from the participants in
And neither should you.”
PRAS, to Advocacy work•
shops where members of
From Abraham’s temporary
the community voluntaritent in Cape Town, to Telfed’s
ly enroll to become ambaspermanent office in Ra’anana,
sadors for Israel. Attending
Telfed is “on the move” in emJanuary’s Telfed Advocacy
bracing the future.
Workshop, were two visChag Pesach Sameach,
iting students from UCT
David Kaplan, Telfed Editor
- Luigi Bonsig and Carla

As Long as We’re Togeth er...

info@telfed.org.il; www.telfed.org.il
www.facebook.com/telfed

New Arrivals

or one week in January we were a
F
normal country. Israelis spoke
of little else other than the num-
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Fonda’s Tops

“A Guide to the
Perplexed”
Israeli elections are a bit like American
tag wrestling. Participants chaotically
jump into the ring, screaming, shouting, insulting their ‘esteemed’ opponents until the battling and bruising
encounter is finally over and we see
who the winners are. Actually not
quite! The show predictably carries on
for another few ‘round’s until the final
result is ‘negotiated.’ We’re Jews......!
Leaving in its wake unresolved
‘Faribel’, everyone then predicts when
we can all get together “sometime
soon” to do it over again.
To make sense of this madness,
Telfed’s Pinchas Melchior presented a ‘ringside’ seat to enlighten new
Southern African olim “on the complex subject of voting in Israel.” Over
thirty heavily-clad folk braved one
of the stormiest evenings in early
January - a climatic metaphor for
a particularly stormy election campaign. Telfed can be expected to organize another such meeting before
the ‘next round’.•

Discovering Israel. Students about to enter matric in South
Africa visited Israel in January on the Encounter Programme.

Close Encounters
If it’s January, it must be Israel –
that is, for the Encounter 12th graders from the South African Jewish
Day Schools. Every January, close to
200 students ‘encounter’ Israel on a
12 day programme, exposing them
to life in Israel. “We welcomed the
group to the IDC, Herzliya where
they were addressed by South African
students not much older than themselves and who only a few years previously, had been themselves on
the Israel Encounter Programme,”
said Stephanie Miller, in charge
of registration for the
International School.
Many filled in forms indicating an interest to
study in Israel in the fu6
ture, “and we look forward
to welcoming them back,
this time as students, not
visitors,” said Jonathan
No Spin Zone. Telfed’s Pinchas

Melchior spelling out the
complexities of Israeli party politics
to a new South African Olah.

A Sparkle in
their Eyes.
Telfed PRAS
student Hadasa
Nachomson in
Merkaz Klita
Haruv in Beer
Sheva.

Davis, President of the International
School. For those that do, they will
join students from over 80 countries
worldwide.
Telfed staff met with the King David
Victory Park Israel Encounter group
during the time that they spent volunteering with the Partnership Together
School Twinning Programme in Beit
Shemesh. This Jewish Agency programme twins schools in Beit Shemesh
with similar schools in South Africa.
It involves “contact and lessons over
the internet, as well as visits whenever possible,” explained Dorron Kline,
Deputy Director of Telfed.
Te l f e d’s Je r u s a l e m Re g i o n a l
Committee Chairman, Roy Scher,
addressed the young South African
visitors in Jerusalem on how Telfed
assists in the absorption process, particularly its offering of bursaries to
Southern African students.
“It’s good to know,” expressed one
enthusiastic participant who was
keen to make Aliyah. “You guys do
so much, you don’t also offer to write
our exams?” •

With Telfed’s mission to encourage
its members in the community to volunteer for projects to improve Israeli
society, “it is wonderful to hear when
they are recognized for their work,”
says Lina Tarna, Telfed’s Volunteer
Head. She was up-beat on hearing that
Fonda Dubb, Telfed’s Eilat Regional
Chairperson, received the City’s top
volunteer award for 2012.
In the presence of 500 people, Eilat’s
prestigious Miller Award was presented
by the Mayor of Eilat, Meir Yitzhak
Halevi at the Leonardo Club Hotel
to Fonda for her: Assisting the blind,
visiting the sick, teaching dance to the
mentally challenged, teaching English
to Ethiopian children through cooking, fund raising cooking demonstrations for WIZO, assisting in events at
the Eilat Community Center, and selling Ethiopian embroidery for ESRA.
The award recognized Fonda for “diverse volunteer work conducted with
dedication and sensitivity in guiding
and supporting the needy in all sectors of the population and for the empowerment of women.” •

All Praise for PRAS
By Batel Shina
It was only ten years ago that Telfed
began its modest PRAS project with
10 students. If the numbers were initially small, the concept was huge
and the impact over the ensuing years
has proved enormous. No wonder it
is today Telfed’s flagship programme.
The concept is simple: PRAS students
receive a study bursary and volunteer
to assist members of the Southern
African community. In time PRAS
has grown, expanding not only in the
number of PRAS bursary recipients,
but also in the number of families receiving assistance from these students.

Shining Example. Fonda Dubb receiving the Miller Award for
the City of Eilat’s Volunteer of the Year 2012, presented by Mayor
Yitzhak Halevi at the Leonardo Club Hotel.

To appreciate a close insight into the
workings of PRAS - Telfed’s flagship
‘community volunteering study bursary programme’ - how better than
to hear directly from the participants
themselves.

Am bush ed in Be’er Sh eva with Lo ve
So u t h - A f r i c a n b o r n Ha d a s a
Nachomson, a first year student in
Biotechnology at the Ben Gurion
University of the Negev in Be’er Sheva.
“I want to tell you about PRAS because it’s no less special for me than
it is for the Ethiopian kids I volunteer with every Thursday afternoon
at the Merkaz Klita in Be’er Sheva.
These kids are sooooo... cute – I
don’t know who is more pleased to
see each other – them or me! I help
them with their homework, explain
new material, assist them in correcting their mistakes and most important, explaining the work so they understand what they are doing.
The expression on their faces when
I help them is as if you put them in
a candy store! I think every teacher
or mentor would agree that it’s those
moments when you see those sparks
in children’s eyes when they under-
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Are you a student? Would you like to be part of this
amazing programme?
Registration for PRAS 2013-2014 begins on May 1st 2013
and ends on August 30th 2013
Application forms can be found on Telfed’s website:
www.telfed.org.il
For more information please contact Batel Shina, Head of
the PRAS programme
pras@telfed.org.il;

09-790 7817

stand and succeed in doing something by themselves. That says it all!
When I arrive, the only way to describe it is I get ‘ambushed’ with love,
hugs and excitement. Besides the
homework, we also play, build puzzles and celebrate together chagim
(festivals) and special events.
This is only a glimpse of the volunteer work I do through PRAS.”

Light in Jerusalem
Ofri Beeri is a second year student
in Speech Therapy at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem where she
volunteers assisting the two South
African olim, the Flax
sisters - Leah (11) and
Devorah (8) with their
Hebrew.
“Both girls, who
only arrived last year

Great excitement for Dalit
Boutboul, Telfed’s Database
and Marketing Coordinator,
reading the latest Telfed
Magazine in the newly
named Eliot and Myra Osrin
Administration Centre. inset:
Myra and Eliot Osrin
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in Israel, only speak English. I encourage them to use Hebrew through
crossword puzzles, colour games,
or any other games or ideas which
I search for in order to motivate

them and help with their Hebrew
and Math.
In the beginning, both girls were
shy, which is understandable, but
slowly they started opening up,

Honouring Osrins
New philosophy, new ideas, new approaches and now a new name for Telfed’s
head office in Ra’anana! In appreciation of the untiring support for Telfed (See
Telfed December 2012 page 11), the Telfed office in Ra’anana has been named the
Eliot and Myra Osrin Administration Centre with the official plaque recently unveiled.
As life-long passionate volunteers in the service of the Jewish community in Cape Town - the enriching footprints of both Eliot and Myra are to be
found at most the Jewish
communal institutions
in South Africa’s ‘mother
city’. Thankfully, that same
Osrin spoor can be found
in Israel today at Telfed.
Eliot’s support for Telfed
fundraising has enabled
us “to continue to offer
scholarships and other financial assistances for our
Southern African community in Israel,” says Telfed
Director, Sidney Shapiro.
“We look forward to their
frequent visits to ‘our’ office when in Israel,” adds
Telfed Chairman, Dave
Bloom.

sharing stories and now, there is
such love and warmth between us.
My aim, which I hope to achieve
by the end of the programme, is to
strengthen their Hebrew, so that
they reach a stage where they are
confident and comfortable to socially interact in Hebrew.”
Says Leah and Devorah’s parents,
Brian and Linda: “The service offered by PRAS has been incredible.
A programme for Olim Chadashim
- like us - to link up with a “native” is ingenious. Our Israeli mentor Ofri Beeri has been amazing
and my daughters have benefited
unbelievably.
Ofri is patient and caring, and
nothing is too much trouble. The
whole family is not shy to ask her
questions - Where, what, how - and
Ofri answers us patiently and caringly. School tests and homework...
she handles it all.
The Flax girls look forward to their
lesson all week. Their Hebrew is improving all the time as does their appreciation of Israeli culture.
We are deeply indebted to
PRAS and Ofri for this wonderful
programme.
Love,
The Flax family” •

Game Changer. Dave Bloom,
Maurice Ostroff and UCT students Carla
Frumer and Luigi Bonfig at
the Telfed Advocacy Workshop in
Ra’anana.
New Battleplan. Standing outside
‘Abraham’s Tent’ on UCT during Israel
Apartheid Week (IAW). The message from
Cape Town: “We won this round.”

Telfed on
the move
with Israel
Advocacy!
Professionally guided by “Machon
Debate”, a highly
successful workshop
on the topic of Israel
Advocacy was organised by the Telfed
volunteer unit. “This seminar,” says
Telfed’s Volunteer Division Head
Lina Tarna, “is part of ‘Telfed on
the Move’ with Southern Africans in
Israel contributing to Israel society.”
Normally a workshop of this nature would not attract a large attendance – mostly people who “already in the game” but this was not
the case. The Telfed boardroom was
full to capacity. “People feel strongly about the global assault to de-

monize and delegitimize Israel and
are willing to enroll to do their bit
as ambassadors for Israel,” says Lina.
Also attending were two Jewish
students from UCT who were in
Israel for five weeks to learn about
“Israel and its issues and prepare for
the Israel Apartheid Week in Cape
Town in March,” Luigi Bonfig explained. “Last year, as in years before, the organizers of IAW, together
BDS have generally had free reign
continued on page 8
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attacking Israel and obstructing any
support of Israel. We aim to change
the dynamic of the game; we will
hold Israel Peace Week to counter the upcoming Israel Apartheid
Week.” •

The TELFED Touch

Staying Connected

“Hello - How you doing?” Telfed
is keen to hear from you.
Apart from establishing new Telfed
Regional Committees across Israel –
now standing at 24 – thereby “bringing Telfed closer to the community”,
the “Fed” has initiated an open-ended project - designed with the same
aim – of sending well-wishing letters
to former Southern Africans on the
anniversaries of their Aliyiot (Date of
immigration) and enquiring if there
is any assistance they might require.
Here are some replies:
From Val & Bobby Kantor:
“Thank you for your good wishes. We
remember well that Jewish Agency poster
of the ‘rose garden’ you refer to! There
was one in the SA Zionist Fed offices
in Johannesburg when we planned our
aliyah. And yes, the roses have more
than made up for the thorns.”
From Pamela Kaplan:
“Thank you - life
in Israel has been
good. When I was five
and read in the Bible
about the ingathering of the Exiles, I
decided then to make
Aliyah. At the time
I was treated as a

8

joke by family as there wasn’t yet a
State of Israel but today, when I see
how so many of their descendents in
the Golah have intermarried while
I enjoy three married children, eleven grandchildren and a great-granddaughter all living in Israel – I ask:
Who has the last laugh?”
From Carol Aviv:
“Thank you so much for this lovely thoughtful greeting. It seems decades ago that Keith and I and our
three young children landed at Ben
Gurion to start a new life. So much
has happened since then. Israel is firmly in our blood and bones and Telfed
has always been close to our hearts
and has had our support.”
From Ruth & Yosi Mor:
It was touching receiving your mail.
The years have been good to our family. Israel is our home and would not
live anywhere else. All five of my children were born here; all served in
the army and three of them continue to serve in Miluim (the reserves).
My youngest daughter has spent the
last three years after her release from
the IDF working with kids from the

Pamela Kaplan with
President Zalman Shazar
(above) and with General
and MK Yigal Allon (left).

U.S.A who come here to study for a
semester. I believe we have instilled in
our children the importance of Israel.
My USA-born husband Yosi, always
remarks how fortunate our Southern
African community in Israel is to have
an “Abba” like Telfed.”
From Martin Klein:
A lovely touch!! Thank you so much
for your good wishes and all that
Telfed has done for Klitat Olim from
South Africa.”
From Gabriella Daniely:
“Thank you for this letter - it was
a nice surprise and rather touching. I hadn’t given any thought to
this grand milestone until I received
your letter which has encouraged me
to count the roses in my rose garden,
appreciate their bloom, and encouraged to propagate more. Keep up the
good work.”
From Joy Manel:
“Thanks for this - I remember you
Sid (Shapiro), meeting us at the airport this day 38 years ago. A lot of
water under the bridge since then but
looking always to the future with optimism, I would not change anything.”
From Ido Gordon, Haifa:
I have only celebrated my third
Aliyah Anniversary but wanted to let you know, that Telfed
has been a source of knowledge,
comfort, advice, assistance and
personal example.
From the moment I set foot at
Ben Gurion Airport you were
there to welcome and guide me.
Then, when there were problems with my Ulpan Program,
you rallied your resources to be my
voice and fight my battle.
Your committee in Haifa welcomed

Rabco
“Why leave your money earning
low interest on cash deposits,
when you can instead receive
higher returns and capital
appreciation by purchasing rental
apartments/commercial property
in sought-after areas.”
Toyota Towers, 65 Yigal Alon St., Tel Aviv
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203

50 years
of excellence

E nterprises Ltd.
“Project and Property Developtment”

Advice on sales and purchase of
residential and commercial properties.
Let us manage your property - apartment,
villa, complete buildings, both residential
and commercial. We have
the expertise and years of
experience.

Tel: 03-624-1718
Boaz: 054-4819624
Fax: 03-624-1798

Consultant

A third generation
of our family has
taken over
Boaz R abin

(Chairman)

(Adv.), CEO and
General Manager

Jack R abin (Adv.)

rabco@zahav.net.il

me in and encouraged me to be a part
of the ‘Telfed Haifa family’. You called
to check on me when we had the devastating Carmel Fire Disaster
as well as on other occasions
just to ask how I was doing.
I have become one of the
Telfed volunteers and joined
you in the simcha of wel-

in Israel

coming other South African Olim
Chadashim at the airport. And I have
joined you in times of difficulty, calling

These were only a few of the responses and look forward to your continuing contact with our office.
Please Stay In Touch.

Having a Blast. Oleh Ido
Gordon razzling to the early
hours of the morning at a Telfed
young adult gathering at a pub
in Tel Aviv.

Amnon Plumber

our fellow South African Community in
the South during The Pillar of Defense
Operation. I have also had the pleasure of attending some of your events like
braais, ceremonies and parties.
I have always felt at home in your offices in Ra’anana, and the work you do
makes me feel more at home in Israel.
Thank you TELFED!

24-hour
express
service

• Expert in locating and repairing leaks
• Bathroom renovations
• Installation of hot water boiler systems and geysers
• Agreements with all insurance companies

Telephones (direct)
•

050-5308104
•
(09)7715556
•
(09)7749016
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Asoulin, Yael
Battan, Stanley
Berk, Aaron
Berkowitz, Allen
Boni, Illan
Brown, Joshua
Lurie, Carri
Chesler, Daniel
Cohen, Nathaniel
Eisenhammer, Lori
Fisher, Marcelle, Nhlanhla, Gabriel
Gischen, Danielle
Krinkin, Yael
Lawrence, David
Lazarow, Robyn
Levenstein, Tali
Lichtenstein, Dalia
Minkovich, Neta Lee
Price, Ryan
Rosentston, Niel, Daniella, Payton, Mia
Rudolph, Joshua, Ilanit, Shani, Mia
Shapiro, David, Janice Mikhaela, Jarod, Mia
Shull, Brian
Solomon, Talia
Stodel, Lisa
Tuchten, Lauren
Walldorf, Laine
Wilinsky, Jason
Wright, Jayden
,

Pretoria,
Maserow, Sonia
,

Cape Town
Berk, Aaron
Bitton, Danielle
Bitton, Pauline
Bitton, Gabriela
Gorelick, Sean
Klawansky, Joshua
Shapiro, Basil, Sybil
,

Port Elizabeth
Bernstein, Rachel
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s Spring swiftly passes us by and we approach Pesach 5773 we
frantically clean our
homes especially our
kitchens to ensure there
is no chametz.
We at Telfed have been
doing some “cleansing
and spring cleaning” of
our own, on many different levels, and I am pleased
to report that our organisation is already seeing many
positive results in this regard.
In the last two months we have launched a fresh
and spanking new Telfed website www.telfed.org.il
which has been designed to enable visitors to the
site easier navigation and location of useful information. Our email newsletter also underwent a facelift and we’re excited that our readership has grown
to reach 5,000 email addresses.
Our building project in Ra’anana which involves
strengthening 19 Schwartz St against potential damage from earthquakes (known as Tama 38), and adding two floors is progressing (albeit with a few hiccups), and will result in a totally new façade and
two extra floors with eight new apartments.
Telfed’s relatively new members of staff are contributing to a whole new energy, efficiency and vibrancy at Telfed – whether it is Lina Tarna who
heads the newly established Volunteer Division,
Dalit Boutbul who is responsible for IT, CRM database, magazine and website or Karin Ben Ari in
our finance department.
Our new and exciting social entrepreneurship project called TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community
Initiative) headed by new oleh Mel Cohen is already
making important steps in establishing its mandate
and determining its priorities.
You will find reference to other Telfed activities in
the pages of this magazine – all very exciting and
meaningful for the many volunteers who have become inspired and joining our ranks. I invite YOU
to join us with our Telfed on the Move program.
Chag Pesach Kasher VeSameach
Dave Bloom

Sport

T

elfed, with its motto “On the
Move”, is in good company
with the nation’s two largest cities Jerusalem and Tel Aviv - also “on the
move” – literally!
While one frequently refers to life
in the big city as “the rat race”, the
‘races’ most associated with these
cities are their annual international marathons.
“There are few cities in the world
that can incorporate breathtaking, inspirational views like the magnificent
scenes and sites that Jerusalem offers
in a marathon track,” says Jerusalem’s
fighting-fit mayor Nir Barkat, always
prepared to ‘go the extra mile’ for his
city, whether running for mayor, running his city or personally running in
his city’s marathon.
Joining the mayor who is not South
African but married to a South African,
Beverley, (née Sakalovsky) were quite
a few former Southern Africans who
were well represented in the top places
of the runners in the 2013 Jerusalem
Marathon.
Ma’ayan Kline of Beit Shemesh
took first place in her age group in the
21km half marathon. A 19 year-old
female combat soldier in the Caracal
unit, she ran the distance in 1 hour
and 50 minutes. “The army gave me
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Fit for Office. Running under ancient
arches, Mayor of Jerusalem Nir Barkat winds
his way out of the Old City.

On Track

by David Kaplan

Breathtaking. Seeing
Jerusalem this way has a nack
of taking one’s breath away!

like an ultra-marathon because of all the hills - particularly the last part with
the slope from the Old City
to the Hebrew
University campus on Mount
Scopus.”
a special furlough
Hardly one to
so that I could
let
the hills get
run the half marhim down, “my
athon. My comjob was to get up
mander told me
’em,” he joked.
to bring pride to
Th e s t u n n i n g
my unit, which
scenery more than
I’m glad I did!”
compensated.
Sam Shantel
While a litof Modi’in came
tle disappointed
third in the full 42
with his time,
km marathon.
Jerusalem of Gold. Ma’ayan Kline and
“my prime moSam Shantel hold their trophies with pride at a
“It was amazspecial
celebratory
dinner
held
by
the
Jerusalem
tivation was to
ing to run past
Municipality at the Crowne Plaza Hotel.
enjoy myself and
the attractions
meet interesting
of Jerusalem,”
people”
and
in
that
respect, he cersaid Sam. “It filled me with pride to
tainly was not disappointed. “I met
be a South African Oleh running with
and ran with some amazing folk from
20,000 people from 50 countries, all
all over the world.” One in particuexperiencing the unique atmosphere
lar was a 50-year-old Jewish woman
of our capital - from 3,000 year old
from South Africa, “who was celeruins to the most modern of sites.”
brating her 50th birthday running
Others who ran included Prof.
in her 50th marathon.” The icing on
Bernard Lerer of Alon Shvut with
her proverbial birthday cake “was that
his son Elad, Darren Platzky of Tel
she was running through Jerusalem,
Mond, Gavin Glick of Ra’anana and
the eternal capital of the Jewish peoa group from Mizrachi SA who ran
ple.
This is what made this marathon
in their Mizrachi SA T-shirts.
truly special for her.” Klompas said
Chairman of Telfed Beit Shemesh,
he was not sure at one time “whethJonny Klompas, ran in last year’s
er she was sweating or crying for joy.”
Jerusalem marathon, having twice run
However tough, most participants,
in the Kinneret Marathon and once,
whether
local or from overseas will
in South Africa’s famed, also historitake
from
the race good memories
cally-charged, Soweto Marathon. “The
apart from the blisters, and will utter:
Jerusalem Marathon was the tough“Next year in Jerusalem.”
est and the most challenging. It felt

N oticeboard

Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

I made

Telfed has a New Initiative

“Grannies on the Go”
To benefit (a) retirees who are
healthy and mobile and need to
supplement their pensions; (b)
young families who would enjoy the
part-time assistance of mature and
loving caregivers for their children.
For more information please contact
Sharon Bernstein
tel. 09 – 7907 801 or email: sharon@
telfed.org.il

NIS

25,870

in one month
You too can sign up!

Nadav Blackman (Johannesburg)
RE/MAX agent, Haifa
052-277-8188

www.remax.co.il

Time for Time
In cooperation with the “Shalem” organisation and
Ra’anana municipality, Telfed is seeking volunteers
in the Sharon area to participate in a communityoriented “time bank” social project.
Through the “time bank”, people “invest” their
time by offering assistance from their knowledge
and skills and receive “time” back from others.
Hour per hour – whatever you give – you receive!
For example: an hour of babysitting = an hour of
teaching English = an hour of legal advice = an hour
of house painting etc. An additional advantage is
the networking that this project creates within the
community and between different communities!
If you up to the challenge and would like to lead this
terrific project in the Sharon area or if you would
just like to be a part of it –
please contact Lina, head of the Telfed volunteer
division: 097907805, lina@telfed.org.il

Telfed’s Employment Service
is always looking for good jobs for Southern
African olim, from care-givers and warehouse
workers to secretaries, medical personnel and
hi-tech professionals. If you have, or hear of, a job
which might suit an oleh, please contact Telfed.
Call Sharon Bernstein (09)790-7801
sharonb@telfed.org.il.
With your help, we can help other Southern Africans.

1-800-211-311 ext. 5

Did the chocolates melt in the
car before you arrived at your
host?

on-line magazine

Did the flowers wilt because you
forgot to put them in water?

www.telfed.org.il

Why not give a

Telfed’s own

Sign up for the bi-monthly

Keren Telfed

Telfed email newsletter and

letter of appreciation to
your host instead.

Telfed Facebook Page www.

visit the new and exciting

By giving a Keren Telfed
donation of 50 Shekels
or more, your host will
receive a lovely letter
of appreciation for the
donation given in his/her
honour. For more details
please contact Sharon
(09)790-7801 or sharon@
telfed.org.il

facebook.com/telfed

Join Telfed’s family of
Volunteers!

Telfed is looking for volunteers
(ages 20-75) for varied,
interesting and exciting
projects involving skills
such as computer literacy,
coaching and guidance,
experience in social
Now you can pay for your Telfed
projects, secretarial
Magazine subscription via the wellexperience and any other.
known and trusted online payment
For more details, please
system PayPal. You can pay by
contact Lina Tarna, Head
regular credit card (Visa, Mastercard,
of Volunteer Unit
Amex) or via your Paypal account.
via email: lina@telfed.org.

Good news!!

It is simple, quick and secure – go to
telfed.org.il/donor for details.

il or phone: 09-7907805.

Keren Telfed
Ethyne Handler – special birthday
Beulah Levinsohn, Joel & Beryl
Klotnick, Norman
& Heather Sarkin,
Zarmi family, Reva
Rudolph, Melvyn
& Eileen Cohen,
Mike & Loraine
Solomon, Reeva
Goldblum

Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky – 60th
anniversary...Naomi Fredman, Uri
& Beryl Milunsky, Maurice Ostroff
& Audrey Goodman, Nick & Nellie
Alhadeff, Hymie & Kykie Josman, Uri &
Beryl Milunsky

Vic & Helen Hirsch – 60th anniversary
Meish & Carmie Arenson, Maurice &
Charlotte Alhadeff, Robert & Roslyn
Langbart, Jack & Rae Galloon, Harold
& Hilary Starkowitz & family, Micha’el &
Sara Bloch
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Keren Telfed and Oth er Funds

Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating happy
occasions, when you are invited to enjoy meals with friends, or
when you want to pay tribute to the memories of loved ones.
The Keren Telfed Fund was started 30 years ago. Donations are used
to assist Southern Africans in Israel during times of individual or
family hardship, or national crisis. They are tax-deductible. All donations are
acknowledged in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.

Donors....................................................Honourees
Rael & Marianne Abel.............................................Robert Rosenberg – special birthday
Martine & Elie Alperstein & family....................Mickey Beck – 80th birthday
Becky Marock.............................................................Stephen Miller – 70th birthday
Phyllis Sachar..............................................................Jerome Pollock – 83rd birthday
Berel & Rusty Koseff & family..............................Ettie Goldwater &
Edie Nochomowitz – 90th birthday
Paul & Sharon Bernstein........................................Talya Schaffer & Paul French – marriage
Zelda Ger......................................................................Ziva Kahn – 80th birthday
Seymour & Hadassah Fisher................................Elaine Fisher – in appreciation
Mike & Loraine Solomon.......................................Shimon Levy – 80th birthday
Joe & Esther Milner..................................................Judith Cohen – special birthday
Joe & Esther Milner..................................................Basil & Basha Rick – 50th anniversary
Bebe Feldman............................................................Reeva Schauder – special birthday
Bebe Feldman............................................................Basil & Basha Rick – 50th anniversary
Bebe Feldman............................................................Judith Cohen – special birthday
Nesta Lessem..............................................................Gordon & Ricky Futeran – 60th anniversary
Joel & Beryl Klotnick................................................Adi Sultanik – 70th birthday
Max & Yvonne Leibowitz.......................................Sharon Goodman – 50th birthday
Reuven & Doreen Karni.........................................Sue Buckwald – 70th birthday
Jack & Sarah Goodman..........................................Fay Cohen – 80th birthday
Gershon Gan, Sonia Levanon & family...........Pearl Rogow – 75th birthday
Isaac & Ruth Nurok..................................................Pearl Rogow – 75th birthday
Sheila Swiel & family...............................................Cyril & Riva Morris – birthdays
John & Lola Harris....................................................Naomi Feigin – 60th birthday
Joe Woolf......................................................................Peggy Tobias – 85th birthday
Julius & Rae Kowen..................................................Cyril Morris – 90th birthday
David Kaplan..............................................................Cyril Morris – 90th birthday
Joe Woolf & family...................................................Mike & Shana Ellis – birth of a son
Leon Altman ..............................................................Denise Winkler – 60th birthday
Bebe Feldman ...........................................................Denise Winkler – 60th birthday
Cecilia Abrahamson.................................................Sheila Pitluk – 80th birthday
Leonore Saevitson....................................................Helene Levy – special birthday
Annette Milliner-Giladi...........................................Walter Robinson – on being elected
Lie President of Beth Protea
Janice Shrier................................................................Brenda Rosin – new home
Phyllis Sachar..............................................................Morris Borsuk – birthday
Matthew & Lynette Karp.......................................Selma Isaacson – 80th birthday
Sydney & Myra Joffe................................................Mike & Ros Ayl – 60th anniversary

Jack & Rose Schneider............................................Mike & Ros Ayl – 60th anniversary
& 80th birthday
Bebe Feldman............................................................Sheila Latinsky – 80th birthday
Jack & Sarah Goodman..........................................Issy Kotzen – 90th birthday
Nick & Nellie Alhadeff.............................................Edgar & Joyce Kohll – special anniversary
Esther Milner...............................................................Sheila Latinsky – 80th birthday

SURF FUND (Special Urgent Relief Fund) 		
Leah Silberberg, Tony & Marcia Parness, Joel & Beryl Klotnick,
Habonim Durban Reunion, Annette Milliner-Giladi,
Maurice Ostroff & Audrey Goodman, Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky,
Morris Kahn, Pearl Kaplan, Alice Marks, Monty Pharmacy,
Sharon Katz, Barney & Thelma Wainer,
Hertzel & Lola Katz...................................................Leah Silberberg – 90th birthday		

Zelig Milner – 80th birthday
Helen Milner Goldfoot, Joe & Esther
Milner, Eli & Ida Milner
Archie Isaacson –
90th birthday
Maish & Jocelyn
Isaacson, Shaun &
Daniella Isaacson,
Tali, Natan &
Emma Hoffman,
Dina Isaacson

FOR LONE SOLDIERS
Annette Milliner-Giladi...........................................Estelle Kaplan – special birthday
Robin Reiss..................................................................Daniel Klug – birthday
Fonda Dubb & family..............................................Ingrid Dubb – in memory of Anita

Phyllis Sachar –
93rd birthday
Annette MillinerGiladi & Jillian
Milliner, Naomi
Fredman, Michael
& Sheila Zetler

IN MEMORIAM
Sharon & Paul Bernstein........................................In loving memory of
their son Jason (5th Yortzeit)
Eric and Phyllis Horwitz.........................................In memory of Joyce Altshuler & Leo Taylor
Sender & Zelda Lees................................................In memory of Abe Lees (8th Yortzeit)
Meir Tamari..................................................................In memory of his chanichim of Bnei Akiva –
Cyril Fine, Yitschak Glazer, Abba Nurick, Issy Shapiro, Mike Shapiro
Alon Chazan................................................................In loving memory of Marilyn Chasen
Bernard Kampel.........................................................In memory of
Ya’akov Ben Yehudah Leibish Morgenstern

KEREN ALIZA (in memory of the late Aliza Hatchuel)
Stanley & Toni Milliner & family.........................Sadie Quail – 90th birthday
Phyllis Sachar..............................................................Stanley Milliner – 60th birthday
Norman & Linda Barron & family......................David & Hilary Kaplan – 30th anniversary
Brian & Rosalie Benson..........................................Gordon & Ricky Futeran – special anniversary
Martin & Michelle Wolff.........................................Ethyne Handler – 70th birthday
David & Hilary Kaplan & family..........................Sonia Kacev – Yishai’s Bar Mitzva
David & Hilary Kaplan & family..........................Allan & Lynn Kacev – Yishai’s Bar Mitzva
Maish & Phyllis Gork................................................Maisie Glasser – special birthday
Brian & Rosalie Benson..........................................Selma Isaacson – special birthday
Norman & Linda Barron.........................................Martin Wolff – special birthday

SAM LEVIN MEMORIAL BURSARY (in memory of the late Sam Levin)
Israel and Lily Levite................................................Bebe Feldman – 70th birthday
Israel and Lily Levite................................................Cecil and Sheila Slome – 62nd Anniversary
John & Lola Harris....................................................Irma Zaslansky – 70th birthday
Gita Berger...................................................................Owen & Lisa Futeran – new home
Lily Levite & Leora....................................................Denise Winkler – 60th birthday

Herman
Musikanth –
80th birthday
Naomi Fredman,
Hymie & Kykie
Josman, Ruth
Kavalsky & Eli
Cafri, Annette
Milliner-Giladi &
Jillian Milliner

Alex Tolkin – 70th birthday
Dave & Denise Levy, Frank & Hazel
Goldstein, Ronnie & Mona Bear, Wolfie
& Jean Kangisser, Rosemary & Alan
Silbert, Leslie & Tiana Horwitz, Lionel &
Marcia Mallach
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Tourism

Tranquil and Serene. The beach at
Shavei Zion is reputed to be one of the best
along Israel’s coastline.

From
Dreamers
to Doers

Grand Old Days.
Norman Lurie (left) welcoming
guests to his 5-star Dolphin House
in the 1950s.

Norman Lurie is most
remembered as the founder
of the Habonim Movement in
South Africa. While studying
at university in the UK in the
late twenties, Norman heard
a young man like himself,
Wellesley Aron, speak about
starting a Jewish youth
movement in the poor East
End of London. So inspired,
Norman returned to South
Africa and what emerged
was to become the largest
Jewish youth movement in
Southern Africa. Over the
ensuing decades since 1930,
thousands of the movement’s
graduates have made Aliyah
contributing to nearly every
facet of life in Israel.
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But Norman had another dream, which few today remember.
Habonim means ‘the builders’ and it was about building in
Israel, that Norman’s next dream physically took shape.
The seed of that dream germinated
during World War II, when Norman,
as a War Correspondent attached to
a South African Engineer Unit tasked
for maintaining the stretch of rail from
Haifa to Beirut, found himself on a
train that stopped at a sandy station
“in the middle of nowhere.” Norman
alighted.
“Where are we?” he asked.
“Shavei Zion,” someone told him. He
quickly leant it was a moshav on the
coast started by German immigrants
who fled Nazi Germany in 1938. He
instantly fell in love with the place and
pledged to return.
After the war, he returned and negotiated with two sisters for the purchase of their small hotel that in their
advertisement, boasted “running water
in each room.”
Norman had a dream to transform it
into a luxury hotel. He formed a syndicate of South African investors and
over the next few years built a 5-star

hotel, called Dolphin House.
It became the summer home of Israel’s
State Presidents and a favourite resort
for visiting dignitaries and celebrities.
Israel’s presidents of the fifties Chaim Weizmann and Yitzhak Ben
Zvi - mixed socially with the likes of
Danny Kaye, Sophia Loren, Ralph
Richardson , Israeli actress, singer and
model Daliah Lavi who was born on
Shavei Zion, and many others of the
movie industry’s celebrities – most
notably, the entire cast of the movie
blockbuster - Exodus.

Eat with the Stars
This was when another South African
fell in love with Shavei Zion and experienced a brush with stardom. In
1960, during the filming of Exodus,
Ivor Wolf of Ra’anana was in Israel, a
volunteer in Nachal. The movie’s director, Otto Preminger, had negotiated with the IDF, to hire some Israeli
soldiers to play the part of British

Rich in History. This 12 stone
monument on Shavei Zion beach,
honours the 12 IDF soldiers killed in an
ambush in Lebanon. The platoon leader
was from Moshav Shavei Zion.

soldiers stationed in Acre during the
famed breakout scene of Acre prison, where on May 4, 1947, 28 Irgun
and Lehi prisoners were freed. “I was
one of those British soldiers and was
happy to let the Jews escape,” laughs
Ivor. During shooting, Ivor would frequently share meal tables at Dolphin
House with the likes of Paul Newman,
Eva Marie Saint, Peter Lawford, Lee J.
Cobb, Sal Mineo, Hugh Griffith and
Ralph Richardson.
Shavei Zion had also a more direct
connection to the plot. Following
the breakout, all the prisoners killed
in the action, were carried and buried on the moshav, the first refuge en
route following the escape.
Well into the 1960s, Dolphin House
was riding a crest of a wave, “actually a metaphor,” says Ivor, “because it
still stands next to one of Israel’s finest beaches.” On Sundays, an orchestra
used play on a band-stand and people from all over the north came to

by David Kaplan
enjoy open-air music “in this
piece of paradise.”
The movies and the music however did not last. The ‘final curtain call’ on this era came when
the property was acquired by
Kupat Holim Klalit and turned
a 5-star resort into a medical facility. Even this use of
‘Norman’s Dream’ had its time
as the property fell into disuse. This was until Ivor again
stepped into ‘the picture’, this
time not as a ‘walk-on-part’,
but as a major actor in the ongoing saga of Shavei Zion and
Dolphin House.
Representing a group of investors, like Norman had done
before, “we bought the premises comprising the old, desolate hotel and adjacent buildings and built 22 fullyequipped holiday bungalows called
Dolphi Village.. “They are all on the
ground floor and 100 metres from
the path to the beach,” explains says
Ivor, “and we are looking for Southern
Africans to come swim in the best beach
in Israel and bathe
in some history.”
Ivor, who had
been a leader in the
Betar movement in
South Africa before
making aliyah, is
proud to be promoting a project
that was the brainchild of the founder
of Habonim. “After
all,” says Ivor, “the
bottom line is that
our youth movements at the time
were all about promoting and building a strong Jewish
state. This is what we did, and this
is what I feel I am still doing today.”
There is a poem by Norman Lurie

inscribed in stone at Dolphin House,
“and I know he would be very happy
to see his dream once again come to
fruition. While we have the bungalows up and running, we look forward
one day to rebuilding the hotel to its
former glory. We are working on it.”
At present, the Dolphin Village “offers relaxing facilities to provide guests
with the ideal family vacation,” says
Ivor. “Norman saw a potential which
is precisely what attracts people today.
The beach offers excellent diving, and
swimming, a marina where one can
go boating, and a beautiful promenade, where one can walk all the way
to Nahariya.”
Shavei Zion is a far cry from when its
founders took in the illegal immigrants’
of the ships evading the British blockade, or when Norman Lurie alighted
from a train at a stretch of dirt and
saw a property that prided itself on offering running water.
“We are back again,” says Ivor, and
maybe Norman from his celestial perch,
is beaming with pride. •

Playground for the
Rich & Famous.
Seen here at Dolphin House in the 1960s
is the celebrated American actor, singer,
dancer, and comedian Danny Kaye.

Book N ook

Beneath the
Rooftops
Musnik
in the
1930s

Stories of a shtetl

by David Kaplan

I

n his latest book, Dov returns to an
earlier period, recording the history
of the Musnik shtetl and the Zilber
family of which the author is a
descendant.
The rich cultural and religious
life - so well portrayed in written testimonies by family members - came to a cataclysmic end one September’s
day in 1941. The police
and Lithuanian partisans
ruthlessly rounded up all
the Jews of the shtetl, together with the Jews of
Sirvintos and Gelvonia
and the surrounding
farms from their homes
- men, women and children - and marched them
to Pivonia near Vilkomir.
There, in a hail of bullets, centuries of enriched
Jewish life of the Vilkomir
Region came to an abrupt
and bloody end. Nothing
typified the horror for this
writer more than reading of how “Mrs. Rivke
Shmuelowitz gave birth
on the edge of the ditch,” and
then, clutching her new-born
baby, was shot.
The child’s first cries at birth
were its final cries at death!

Joy and sorrow travel as bedfellows throughout Dov (Barry)
Sidelsky’s family journey, “The Shtetl Of Musnik - The
Story of The Zilber Family and their descendants”
This moving work follows his inspiring 2010 ‘Mandela’s
Boss’ - co-authored with his brother Colin - that recounts the
enriching relationship between Nelson Mandela and their father, Lazer Sidelsky who took on the young black as an articled clerk - when few white law firms would have done so and so changed the course of South African history.
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A family member Chaja
Berzakaita who in her chapter ‘My Town Musnik and
Its Synagogues’, laments the
tragedy that befell the Jews
of Musnik with the story
of Purim. Who would have
thought that when the Musnik
synagogue “was filled with the
noise of Ra’ashanim at every

mention during the reading of the
Megillah of Haman – the oppressor
who failed to carry out his evil plot”
that a contemporary “Haman” was so
close at hand?
“Unfortunately the Purim story of
salvation was not repeated in our
times.”
Dov lists all the names of “Haman’s”
henchmen - the policeman and the
partisans who participated in the
execution, “All of them known for
their cruelty.”

there is one God.”
And of the drama that played out
to its finale, “the older generation
fled the shtetl and went to America
and Africa, the next generation to
Israel. They were the founders and
builders of the kibbutzim. The last
generation, as we all know, was exterminated. And thus the shtetl has
been wiped off the face of the earth.
Precious, heartfelt, warm Jews.”
There may have remained a village,
but no shtetl!

Streetwise

On Fortune &
Misfortune

The warm intimacy of shtetl life is
well described by Rachel Lisman.
She recalls Musnik as having only
three streets with “no street numbers and everyone knew who lived
in each house.” There was “Shimon,
the shoemaker’s house, Berl-Leizer,
the wagon driver’s house, and apart
from the Rabbi, the ‘shochet’, and
the artisans, the rest of the population were shopkeepers.”
“The town had a local ‘meshuganah’ , an old woman named Chava
who told stories about spirits and
scoundrels,” a young man, “who
visited two sisters for a period of
ten years; no one could decide
which one he loved - maybe he
also couldn’t. One was prettier
and the other smarter.”
And then there was the ‘town
intellectual,” who the “the whole
town knew did not like his wife...
and so they talked and gossiped
and life went on.”
Of the youth, “they would sit
in the evenings on the porch,
look at the moon and sing songs.
They would put their souls into
their songs. We have become like
sand that belongs to no one, that
everyone tramples, but the stars,
the holy stars, the stars are where

Dov writes of Chanah Zilber whose
three brothers immigrated to South
Africa at the turn of the 20th century.
One of the brothers, Shmuel, “invited Chanah and her family to meet in
Berlin, where he offered to take them
to South Africa, and help them get
settled there. Unfortunately, Chanah
and her husband did not foresee what
was coming to Europe. They chose to

stay. They were the only members of
the family who remained in Lithuania
when Hitler came to power and then
it was too late. Chanah and her family perished in the Holocaust – nobody knows where, when and how.”
Of the descendents of the Zilber
family, Dov writes of Baruch Lewit
“who came to Palestine in 1927 and
joined the Histadrut Sick Fund as a
physician. He was one of the first sent
to the Jezreel Valley where he had to
call on quite a few settlements, quite
continued on next page...

The Zilber Lunin home in Musnik
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far from one another.” As there were
few cars in those days, Baruch “was
given a horse for transportation. It
was the first time in the history of
the Sick Fund that a horse was given
to a doctor.” Baruch served in the
Haganah as a physician during the
War of Independence and the Sinai
Campaign.
His brother Arie who studied in
Germany, founded the Organization
of Jewish Students in Germany, and
chaired the first meeting together
with Professor Albert Einstein. He
arrived in Palestine in 1925 “and settled in Chevron where he was caught
up in the 1929 Arab pogrom, and escaped by a great miracle.” Later he
settled in Tel Aviv and headed the
Veterinary department of the municipality and was one of the founders
of the local zoo.
Many of the descendants became esteemed rabbis, notably Rabbi Aharon
Lichtenstein who back in the late sixties, when Biafra was suffering from a
devastating famine, “organized a demonstration of his students at Yeshiva
University New York to alert the
world to the crisis, in a manner that
the world was not alerted to during
the Holocaust.” In 1971 he immigrated to Israel, joining Rav Yehuda
Amital as co-Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat
Har Etzion in Alon Shvut. “Students
from Israel and from throughout the
Once serving a
vibrant community,
the remains of the
Shul of Musnik are
now derelict.
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Arie Leib Lewit
addressing the
Organisation of
Jewish Students in
Germany. Professoer
Albert Einstein is
sitting to the left.

world have come to Alon Shvut for
the opportunity to study with Rav
Lichtenstein and many of his graduates can be found today in the world
of Jewish education and Jewish leadership in Israel.” An inspiring and
worldly teacher, Rav Lichtenstein once
wrote: “Who can fail to be inspired
by the ethical idealism of Plato, the
passionate fervor of Augustine or the
visionary grandeur of Milton? Who
can remain unenlightened by the
lucidity of Aristotle, the profundity of Shakespeare or the incisiveness
of Newton...”
And then there is the authors’ mother, Goldie (née Berman) who married
a young attorney Lazer Sidelsky, who
later, as a partner in the law firm of
Sidelsky, Witkin and Eidelman “was
approached by a Walter Sisulu and
asked if he would accept into the
practice a young Xhosa prince by the
name of Nelson Mandela to serve his
articles in the firm.”

From City to Shtetl
“I am a city child, born in Vilna,”
writes Rachel Lisman. “If it were not
for the war (WWI), I would never
have known what a shtetl is. But
there were famine years in Vilna and
I had an aunt who I had never seen
in Musnik” and so following an invitation, she went there for the summer. Her mother was only too pleased
as her daughter would have “bread,
milk, butter and fruit.” No less significant, “I was destined to make the
acquaintance of a shtetl...”
From that summer, a new world
was opened to Rachel. “They had
few opportunities, but many accomplishments. My dear aunt, of blessed memory, baked the bread, milked
the cows, dealt with the peasants and
had an unusual memory. She knew
the Bible by heart, and when she
came to Israel, an old woman who
had worked very hard, she was able,
after a short while, to read Hebrew
newspapers and speak Hebrew.”
This “illustrated the paradox of
the shtetl,” notes Rachel. “It was
poor in body but rich in soul. I
have the feeling that I have removed the tombstone, looked into
the grave, and have again covered it
with the stone - In their memory.”
I believe that Dov has achieved
the same with his book. •

In th e Mail
Wh o’s Cou nting?

Picture Per fect.102 year-old Fanny
Hurwitz enjoying her family album.

Dear Editor,
In the article “The Centurions’ in
the December Telfed, you wrote that
you believed the oldest South African
in Israel is 102 years old. I’m sorry
- My grandmother, Fania Hurwitz
beats that by two years. She turned
104 on Sunday 10 February.
Fania made aliya from South Africa
in 1976 and has lived on Kibbutz
Yasur since then. I am blessed to have
been able to travel to Israel to celebrate her birthday with her.
She is completely alert and still
works, folding the clothes
that come from the laundry
at the frail care centre where
she lives. She is happy and
healthy, chatty and affectionate. She may not remember
all my other 15 visits to her
over the years but she always receives me with love
and laughter.
Ruth Ancer, Johannesburg
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No Holding Back

Dear Editor,
Thank you for a wonderful article
(Telfed December 2012) about our
family and highlighting TIKVOT’s
activities.
Here are updates of two of our heroes who TIKVOT sent on an extreme skiing program, where they
were trained by the Assis Association
in France, which professionally trains
advanced athletes with specialized
equipment.
Ofer Verfel was shot in the back
while serving in the elite Marine unit
in 2004 while pursuing terrorists in
Schem. While his officer was killed
and he seriously wounded, he continued fighting earning a medal for
bravery under fire but ending up paralyzed and confined to a wheelchair.
However, his sever injuries did not
paralyze his spirit and determination.
Following rehabilitation, Ofer returned to sport and excelled.
Referring to his friend and commander killed in battle, and who
loved sport, Ofer said “this is my
way to honour his memory.”
The other participant was Noam
Gershony who most Israelis today
know from his taking Gold at last
year’s London Paralympics for wheel-

chair tennis.
Who would have thought this possible when during the second Lebanon
War, his helicopter collided with another and fell from a height of oneand-a-half kilometers killing his navigator and leaving Noam with severe
life-threatening injuries? Following
his rehabilitation, Noam joined
TIKVOT’s water ski and snow ski
activities.
Ofer and Noam are two of our many
heroes who by their example inspire
others that despite frightening physical challenges, are determined to live
without limitations.
Simone Farbstein, Director of TIKVOT

Back to th e Future

Dear Editor,
After moving as a widow into a retirement home in Herzliya Pituach,
who should end up in an adjoining apartment but Helen Goldfoot!
(Her surname Goldfoot is from her
second husband, Stanley Goldfoot
(z’l), see below)
Helen and I, grew up together in the
Zionist movement in Johannesburg,
both married Zionist youth leaders – I married Zundel Segal, and
Helen, Harold Stutzen, founder of
the Bnei Zion youth movement in
South Africa. So, after years of separation, we have ended
up together again.
What inspired me to
write this letter was
a 1952 article in an
old Zionist newspaper
Ski is the Limit!
TIKVOT have sent these two
phenomenal sportsmen Ofer
Verfel and Noam Gershony on
an extreme skiing program in
France.

The Latest in Television Technologies!

STREAMING

allows you to receive a multitude of varied channels WITH or WITHOUT a dish.
• Tired of losing channels on HOT or YES?
• Don’t let CNN, BBC ENTERTAINMENT and other English-language channels vanish.
• Our technologies include BBC, ITV, Skysport, SETANTA SPORTS, SOCCER, RUGBY,
CRICKET and much more
Call or email for more information. Meir Levmore:

050-7207010

or

meir@itvsat.com

packed within, fell off the ship tounder the heading ‘All Leaving For
Israel’. The photo with the article was
gether into the sea. All our furnitaken at a special farewell dinner in
ture was soaked and smelt of fish and
Johannesburg where seated was Zundel
we had to through it away. What we
and myself, Leo Tager, and Helen and
never ‘threw away’ were our ideals!
Harold Stutzen. Leo, who had been
Our possessions ruined by water and
the Vice Chairman of the SAZF
having arrived during the ‘Tzena’ – the
would become Ashkelon’s second
austerity where food was scarce and
mayor, and Zundel, who had been the
you had to buy your provisions with
Chairman of the
Youth Aliyah
Committee of
the SAZF listened to Prime
Minister Ben
Gurion when
he said, “My vision is to bring
millions of Jews
to Israel. What
Full Circle. Tziporah Segal (left) and Helen Goldfoot - seen here
they will need is
in Johannesburg before making aliyah with their husbands Zundel and
beds.” So Zundel,
Harold Stutzen - have some 60 years later reconnected as neighbours
who established
in a retirement home in Herzliya Pituach. Leo Tager, who would become
the first factoAshkelon’s second mayor in the fifties, is sitting in the centre.
ry in Netanya
MEFI, started
manufacturing
coupons - we were happy and proud.
mattresses. How he used to boast:
While the entire world today pours
“Half the women in Israel sleep on my
scorn on Israel and Zionism, I am
beds and they pay me.” He was right!
proud to scream – I AM A ZIONIST.
Helen, Harold, Zundel and I, came
For me, the journey to Israel was
on Aliyah on the same plane in 1952.
literally a homecoming. My father
Our fates seemed so intertwined
had gone through The Great War as
that even the crates with our futures

a soldier in the Tsar’s army. Together
with Joseph Trumpeldor, he recruited young men and brought them to
Palestine where they settled on kibbutzim on Lake Kinneret. However,
because there were no suitable facilities for married couples, my parents
moved to Jerusalem where I grew up,
and remember such fond memories
until the 1929 Arab Revolt. Jews were
being murdered and so we moved to
South Africa. I was only four years
old and I cried my eyes out when we
left Jerusalem.
I grew up swearing that I would
only marry a man who would bring
me back to Israel. That was Zundel.
Ziporah Segal, Herzliya Pituach

Ed note:
Helen’s late husband, Stanley Goldfoot
passed away in 2006 at the age of 92.
Inspired on hearing Zeev Jabotinsky
address the Jewish community in
Johannesburg in the 1930s, Stanley
headed for Palestine where, at the age
of 18, he joined a HaShomer HaTzair
kibbutz. He would later serve as an
intelligent officer in the underground
continued on next page...
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In th e Mail
movement – LEHI.
In 1969, he realized his dream
of establishing The Times of Israel, a
Zionist English newspaper, and in the
inaugural issue, he published his famous
“Letter to the World from Jerusalem”.
“I am not a creature from another planet, as you seem to believe. I am a Jerusalemite-like
you, a man of flesh and blood.
I am a citizen of my city, an
integral part of my people. I
have a few things to get off my
chest. Because I am not a diplomat, I do not have to mince
words. I do not have to please
you or even persuade you. I owe
you nothing. You did not build
this city, you did not live in
it, and you did not defend it
when they came to destroy it.

And we will be damned if we will
let you take it away. There was
a Jerusalem before there was a
New York. When Berlin, Moscow,
London, and Paris were miasmal forest and swamp, there
was a thriving Jewish community here. It gave something
to the world which you nations
have rejected ever since you
established yourselves- a humane moral code.

Here the prophets walked,
t h e i r w o r d s fl a s h i n g l i k e
forked lightning.
Here a people who wanted nothing more than to be left alone,
fought off waves of heathen

I Don’t Want
to Hound You,
But,...

would-be conquerors,
bled and died on
the battlements,
hurled themselves into
the flames of
their burning
Temple rather than surrender, and when finally overwhelmed by sheer numbers and led
away into captivity, swore that
before they forgot Jerusalem,
they would see their tongues
cleave to their palates, their
right arms wither.

For two pain-filled millennia, while we were your unwelcome guests, we prayed daily
to return to this city. Three
times a day we petitioned the
Almighty: “Gather us from the
four corners of the world,
bring us upright to our land,
return in mercy to Jerusalem.”
On every Yom Kippur and Passover,
we fervently voiced the hope
that next year would find us in
Jerusalem.

Your inquisitions, pogroms,
expulsions, the ghettos into
which you jammed us, your forced
baptisms, your quota systems,
your genteel anti-Semitism,
and the final unspeakable horror, the holocaust (and worse,
your terrifying disinterest in
it) - all these have not broken
us. They may have sapped what
little moral strength you still
possessed, but they forged us
into steel. Do you think that
you can break us now after all

we have been through? Do you
really believe that after Dachau
and Auschwitz we are frightened by your threats of blockades and sanctions?
We have been to Hell and back
- a Hell of your making. What
more could you possibly have in
your arsenal that could scare us?

I have watched this city bombarded twice by nations calling themselves civilized. In
1948, while you looked on apathetically, I saw women and
children blown to smithereens,
after we agreed to your request
to internationalize the city. It
was a deadly combination that
did the job - British officers,
Arab gunners, and American-made
cannon. And then the savage
sacking of the Old City - the
willful slaughter, the wanton
destruction of every synagogue
and religious school, the desecration of Jewish cemeteries,
the sale by a ghoulish government of tombstones for building materials, for poultry runs,
army camps, even latrines.
And you never said a word.

You never breathed the slightest
protest when the Jordanians shut
off the holiest of our places, the Western Wall, in violation of the pledges they had
made after the war - a war they
waged, incidentally, against the
decision of the UN. Not a murmur came from you whenever the
legionnaires in their spiked
helmets casually opened fire

We hope you enjoy Telfed Magazine. Three times a year we bring to you stories and images ranging from
Telfed’s activities and projects, community news, politics, business, the arts, sport, student life, activities
and achievements of our younger generation and Israel-Southern Africa relations. Telfed Magazine needs your
support - please help by making a donation towards production costs.
We would appreciate an annual contribution of NIS 80, but feel free to send in any amount you wish.
Whatever you send will help to ensure that every member in our special community receives Telfed Magazine.

Fill in the coupon in the enclosed flyer in this copy of your magazine and return
to us with either your credit card details or a cheque, made out to SAZF (Israel).

Joffe-Jankelowitz
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and you know
it deep inside your
upon our citizens from behind
gut - you would prefer the city
the walls.
to be destroyed rather than
Your hearts bled when Berlin
have it governed by Jews. No
came under siege. You rushed
matter how diplomatically you
your airlift “to save the galphrase it, the age old prejulant Berliners”. But you did not
dices seep out of every word.
send one ounce of food when Jews
If our return to the city has
starved in besieged Jerusalem.
tied your theology in knots,
You thundered against the wall
perhaps you had better reexamine
which the East Germans ran
your catechisms. After what we
through the middle of the German
have been through, we are not
capital - but not one peep out
passively going to accommodate
of you about that other wall,
ourselves to the twisted idea
the one that tore through the
that we are to suffer eternal
heart of Jerusalem.
homelessness until we accept

Specializing in all branches of Insurance

And when that same thing happened 20 years later, and the
Arabs unleashed a savage, unprovoked bombardment of the Holy
City again, did any of you do
anything?

of 1948 as you would like us to.

We are home. It has a lovely sound for a nation you have
willed to wander over the face of
the globe. We are not leaving.
We are redeeming the pledge made
by our forefathers: Jerusalem is
being rebuilt. “Next year” and
the year after, and after, and
after, until the end of time“in Jerusalem”!

Stanley Goldfoot
Founder Editor, The Times of Israel
August 1969

The Shtetl of
Musnik

The Story of the Zilber
Family and their
Descendants

your savior.

For the first time since the
year 70, there is now complete religious freedom for all
in Jerusalem. For the first time
since the Romans put a torch to
The only time you came to life
the Temple, everyone has equal
was when the city was at last rerights (You prefer to have
some more
equal than
others.)
We loathe
the swordbut it was
Philip Symon, always the perfectionist, uses the latest techniques for
you
who
upgrading, refubishing and maintaining your property to the highest
forced us
standard. For over 25 years, Philip Symon has been synonymous with
to take it
reliability and expertise. Join his long list of satisfied clients and bring a
up. We crave
touch of class to your home.
peace, but
Services include: •Professional Painting and decorative moldings
we are not
•Demolition • Bathroom and kitchen remodeling • Tiling • Electrical
going back
work • Plaster work and partitions • Plumbing
to the peace

Philip Symon is “The Perfectionist”

Total Home Renovations

Call today for free advice and/or quotes.

To order the book contact
Barry Sidelsky:

dovs1@netvision.net.il or
02-6519995
054-5308804

(054)431-5005, philip_symon@hotmail.com
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Israel Programm es

An Ofer you can’t
refuse: Natalie Laufert
with Ofer Dahan,
director of Development,
Western World Region, at
Mosenson Co-ed School in
Hod Hasharon.

Living the Dream
Naale Elite Academy is a microcosm of Israeli society, a real melting pot
of young people from different countries, cultures and outlooks. Started
in the early ‘90s for youth from the Former Soviet Union (FSU), this lifechanging, all-expenses paid, high school program now welcomes young
Jewish students from more than 50 countries around the world.
By Darryl Egnal
Naale Elite Academy is an innovative, unique
programme enabling young Jews to spend their
last three years of school at an exclusive, top
quality Israeli high school while learning to be
independent, self-sufficient and resilient. The
program is co-funded by the State of Israel (the
Israeli Ministry of Education) and the Jewish
Agency for Israel.
South African teenager, Natalie Laufert,
has realised her dream – to finish matric in
Israel. Last June, she graduated from Naale
Elite Academy’s Mosenson High School in Hod
Hasharon and decided to remain in Israel to
serve in the IDF.
Natalie summarises her three years at Naale as
exciting, challenging and full of ups and downs.
“When you first arrive, you’re confused, unsure
of what you’re doing, but as time continues,
it becomes exciting… you’re learning about
other people, managing yourself, your life,
gaining friends, learning a new language,
and it becomes a wonderful experience that
changes your life.
“I discovered

what kind of person I am, how strong I am
and what I can achieve. It opened my eyes
completely to the world. I live by myself
now. I have total freedom and am very independent. By living here, I learnt how to
really communicate with people and learnt
life lessons I probably wouldn’t have learnt
at home. Much of what I did for myself over
the past four years, my mother would’ve done
for me in South Africa. And, even though you
don’t have family here, you have a sense that
someone is always there for you. You’re never
alone. Whenever I look back at my Naale
experience, it makes me smile.”
Naale Elite Academy has four schools that
cater to English-speakers ranging from
co-educational and religious Orthodox to
ultra-Orthodox (Haredi). Since the program
launched, there have been more than 30,000
applicants, 14,500 pupils selected and 11,500
graduates from the United States, Europe, the
FSU, South America, Germany, Poland and
South Africa, among others.
Photo: Courtesy GPO

Naale students
with Prime
Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu at
his office in
Jerusalem last
year.
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Natalie’s mother, Rozanne Laufert, was
so impressed with how much her daughter
achieved at Naale and how she had been
supported there that she decided she wanted
to give other high school students the same
opportunity. She recently became the Naale
representative in South Africa and now espouses
the benefits of the program.
“Israel has been a remarkable experience
for Natalie,” says her mother. “She has been
exposed to students from all over the world.
She was also given a chance to succeed academically, which she was not doing in South
Africa due to certain difficulties never having
been picked up by any educators.
“Natalie is living her dream and that makes
us, her family, very, very proud of her. How
many people are brave enough to do that? If
there had not been a program available that
offered high school students an excellent
education, a home, food, healthcare, discipline,
travel, love and support, Natalie’s dream may
have remained just that... a dream. Naale and
Natalie made it possible,” she says.
“Wearing a uniform still gives me the shivers,”
says Natalie. “I feel so privileged to be in the
Israeli army and I wouldn’t have been here
without Naale. I’m very pleased about where
I am at the moment. I’m more mature and
self-reliant. Naale gave me the opportunity
to expand and grow as a person.”
Interested applicants can register through the
Naale Elite Academy’s website –
www.elite-academy.org – or email Ofer Dahan,
Director of Development, Western World Region
ofer@naale.org.il with any questions.

MEATLAND SUPERSTORE

the “MEATING” place for more than just real meat
New tantalizing assorted mini Quiches (broccoli,
spinach, onion, sweet potato and mushroom),
Shepherd’s Pie (Cottage Pie) and Macaroni & Cheese
The way you like it:

Our special Boerewors, Biltong & Droëwors

1 Bar Ilan Street
Corner Ahuza, Traffic light no. 8
Raanana

TEL: 09-7410881
FAX: 09-7423142

Nuptials
Nadav son of Shaul & Rochelle
Ben-Dov from
Kibbutz Ramat Rachel, married
Adi, daughter of Dorit & Azriel
Eissenberg from
Tzur Haddassah.

Most Cash Paid for Gold &
Diamond Jewelry, Silver,
Silverware, Watches & Coins

Azriel:

Aviv, son of Shalom and Debbie
(nee Hurwitz) Aharonov, and
grandson of Ida and Harry (z”l)
Hurwitz of Rechovot, married
Tomer,daughter of Orit and
Moshe Binder of Mazkeret Batya.

054-219-24-28

www.gold4cash.biz

Michelle, daughter of Ariel and
Anita Habib, granddaughter
of Mabel and Joe Ginsberg of
Bulawayo, married Shaked,
son of Hila and Meir Elisha on
Kibbutz Alumot.

Yaron, son of Maury and
Gail Shapiro of Kfar Saba,
and grandson of Meyer
and the late Bella Planer
and Phil and Hannah
Shapiro, married Rotem,
daughter of Yoni and Nurit
Cohen of Givat Shmuel.

ARE YOU ABOUT TO MOVE IN TOGETHER, ARE YOU NEWLY WEDS,
HAVE YOU JUST BOUGHT A HOME
OR
SIMPLY WANT TO PERSONALIZE YOUR INTERIORS?
Register now for one of our innovative

HOME STYLING COURSES in ENGLISH
Matan , son of Rochelle & Shaul
Ben-Dov from Kibbutz Ramat Rachel,
grandson of Greta and Abe Smith (z’l),
married Sharon, daughter of Dorit & Azriel
Eissenberg from Tzur Hadassah.
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Wednesdays 3, 10, 17 and 24
APRIL, 2013
10.15 am – 1.15 pm
at Beit Tambour
in Ramat Gan
OR
Mondays 6, 13, 20 and 27
MAY, 2013
morning and evening courses
at Beit Tarbut
in Kfar Saba
OR
Sundays 2, 9, 16 and 23
JUNE, 2013
morning course in Ramat Gan
evening course at Beit Tarbut
in Kfar Saba
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By David E. Kaplan
A formidable personality, it was said that for a young
advocate to appear before Justice Joseph Herbstein in
the Cape Town Supreme Court was a daunting experience. There were always those waiting for the novice to
slip up. One day, a young advocate, clearly nervous and
wanting to be word perfect, concluded his application
before the judge with:
“Your worship, I am asking for judgment in the sum
of £15.000 together with interest at the rate of two
percent per anus.”
Judge Herbstein peered down at him with a twinkle in his eye and bellowed:
“Humph, I have heard of people paying through
their nose, but your request is a first.”
Sheer poetry! •

Poetic Justice

Business is
Sweet

“I have been baking ever
since I could reach the kitchen counter,” says Ayala, daughter of Nicky and Charlene
Capelouto of Ra’anana. Having
long passed that threshold, the
24 year-old, has soared to new
heights opening her own business ‘Ayala’s Piece Of Cake’. In
ten months, she has established a loyal customer base with
her tasty and exquisite creations. Not difficult to understand why. Feasting one’s eyes on her array of tantalising delights, one feels guilty about spoiling these ‘works
of art’ - that’s until one tastes!
This writer was all ready to go in and do a demolition job.
“I owe it all to my Mom,” she says, “who is an outstanding baker and taught me everything.” Well, not quite.
After the army, Ayala studied at Estella, Israel’s renowned
school for bakery in Givat Shmuel. One of the highlights
of her studies was a week at Europe’s top baking school,
the Olivier Bajard - E’cole Internationale De Patisserie in

Perpignan, France.
Today, this professional
and qualified Pastry Chef
makes everything from
fruit tarts, lemon meSweet Stuff. Ayelet
ringue pies, and chocoCapelouto in business to
late soufflé, all different types
sweeten your life.
of cakes and cookies and sugar
dough cakes. Her ‘designer
cakes’, truly ‘take the cake’.
“My dream is to open a local French boutique bakery,
where folks can come in and step into a little ambience
of Montmartre and enjoy typical French confectionary.”
Bon appetite!
Contact info:
facebook : Ayala’s piece of cake/ regular facebook ayala capelouto.
phone: 054-7380563; e-mail looshi27@hotmail.com •

Annual General Meeting

We wish to inform you that the
of the Company, South African Zionist Federation (Israel), Telfed,
will take place on Monday 29th July 2013, in the Telfed boardroom at 8 p.m.
The agenda will include:
• A report on the activities of the company • Financial reports • Confirmation of reports • Election of the Directorate – Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
Treasurer • Election of 6 members to the Executive Council • Appointment of the Audit Committee • Appointment of External Auditors.
The Executive Council of Telfed (Exco) meets 4 times a year (including one AGM) in order to hear activity reports from the field, discuss policy matters
and make decisions regarding current issues.
Should you wish to nominate a member of the community for the Executive Council (Exco), please contact Sharon Bernstein: sharon@telfed.org.il
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Yoram Selbst, grandson of former Telfed Chairman and
the ‘Father of Telfed’s Trusts’, Justice Joseph Herbstein,
fended off several hundred competitors to win the prestigious 2013 AKUM prize for poetry. Similar to the popular TV show ‘The Voice’, the judges judged the entries
without knowing the
names of the poets.
Yoram submitted a
collection of Hebrew
poems entitled, ‘Closer
than Near’ and deals
with “issuers of love,
human nature, philosophy, politics and
what is less common
in poetry - humour.”
A businessman in
“I once nearly ended up in jail,” reveals Walter
the real estate sector,
Robinson over a celebratory scotch following his
Yoram began writelection as Honorary Life President of Beth Protea.
ing poetry from the
Yoram Selbst
However, like all things with Walter – all in a good
age of sixteen. In the
cause.
last decade, “it became more serious. I
The year was 1944 and Walter and his Zionist
published articles on
chums at the university in Dublin started a newspaper
ָהרֶ גַ ע ַההּוא ַה ַמ ְטרִ ים ֶאת ַה ָמוֶ ת
poetry, brought out
called the Dublin Jewish Youth Magazine. One day,
children’s books, and
Walter opens the evening paper, and “I see this MP,
ָהרֶ גַ ע ּבֹו חֹולְ ִפים ַה ַחיִ ים ְב ִא ְב ָחה
published a volume
Oliver Flanagan, questioning whether the directors
אֹומרִ ים ֶש ָארְ ּכֹו כְ אֹרֶ ְך ַחיָ יו
ְ
of short stories on my
of the DJYM have a license to publish and whethchildhood in Savyon.
ֶשל גַ ְפרּור ֶשנִ ְשרַ ף
er our articles had been submited for censorship as
This was about life
required by wartime regulations. Both were serious
within a closely-knit
offences, carrying prison sentences. Of course the
נִ ִס ִיתי ֶאת זֶ ה
and special Southern
answer to both was – NO,” laughs Walter, delightAfrican community.
ִמין ִאּמּון ֶשל לִ ְקרַ את
ing in his mischievous past. Flanagan was a notoIt revolved around my
rious anti-Semite who in his maiden speech in the
ָאדָ ם ַחיָב לְ ִה ְתּכֹונֵ ן לַ ָבאֹות
family, WIZO, the tenIrish Lower House the previous year had urged the
nis club and the soנִ ְשרְ פּו לִ י ָשֹלׁש ֶא ְצ ָבעֹות
government to “rout the Jews out of the country.”
cial life which was so
Well Flanagan was not about to “rout” Robinson.
dominantly Southern
“The owner of the paper’s printers was a great friend
African.” Asked to reof the Prime Minister Eamon de Valera and so if the
call an endearing moment from those early days, Yoram
printer could not go to jail, nether could we.” Walter’s
replied “too many endearing but most enduring –
Zionism continued to soar, culminating nearly fifty years
BILTONG; I am addicted to this today.”
later in his finest communal achievement – the opening
Clearly the grandson inherited ‘a way with words’ from
of Beth Protea in 1992.
his grandfather - a former chairman of Telfed.

Walter Gets Life

רגע
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People
Founding Father: Newly elected Honourary Life
Presidnent of Beth Protea Walter Robinson, with Beth
Protea Director Lynn Lochoff at a special ceremony in
Walter’s honour.

Le Ch aim!

Following introductory remarks by Beth Protea Chairman
Isaac Lipchitz, Keren Beth Protea Chairman Colin
Schachat, Beth Protea Director Lynn Lochoff and former Chairman Joel Katz who proposed the resolution to
elect Walter ‘Honorary Life President’, Walter responded
by lauding “our team of wonderful talented and dedicated volunteers and the best staff any organization could
ask for. It was a dream we translated into reality but we
ALL made it happen.” Such modesty belies reality.
In proposing the toast following the unanimous election, David Kaplan, a member of the Chevra said, “Yes,
you need a good idea. Beth Protea was that. Yes you
need a bunch of talented and dedicated volunteers. Beth
Protea had that. But Beth Protea needed one thing more
– Walter Robinson.”
Joel, who was Walter’s right-hand man in the early days
and who followed Walter as Chairman of Beth Protea,
recalled how respect grew into close friendship. “He was
knowledgeable in law, building, engineering, finance, fundraising and project management. He could navigate his
way through all these fields effortlessly.” Smiling, Joel related that “while we seldom had a meeting without scotch,
we never had a scotch without Beth Protea. It was part
of our daily conversation.”
When it came to fundraising, “Walter was the maestro,” explained Joel. “To watch him at work was to sit in
on a Master Class. With his Irish lilt, affable personali-

ty, wonderful humour, he could disarm any
tough cookie.” Also, being able to comfortably quote from the Tanach, “Walter was not
adverse to rope in our deity to support Beth
Protea.” Clearly this partnership worked!
The greatest joy these days says Walter, “is
when I walk into Beth Protea and people
I don’t know or recognize, come up to me
and say, “You don’t know what you have
done for us.” No way when we opened in
1992, could I have envisioned what Beth
Protea would be like in ten years time, let
alone twenty as we celebrated this milestone
last year. It’s been such an enriching and rewarding journey” - a journey that has come a long way
since that first public fundraising campaign meeting in
Haifa in 1985.
“Can you believe it,” recalls Walter. “We had no land to
build on and not a dime had been raised and what do you
think the first question someone from the floor asked?”
“What are you guys planning to serve for lunch?”
Walter’s response was swift.
“Well, if you don’t cough-up and start contributing,
there will be no Beth Protea to serve lunch.” Seven years
later, lunch was served to the first residents of Beth Protea
in July 1992. Many of those residents who sat down for
that first meal are still at Beth Protea. I understand they
still ask, “What’s for lunch?”
So LaBriut to the appreciative residents and Kol Hakavod
to Walter Robinson who made it all happen!

a lot of joy.”
Bernard, who was the choirmaster of both the Cyrildene
and Yeoville’s synagogues in Johannesburg before making
aliyah, and then founding choirmaster of Shivtei Yisrael
Synagogue in Ra’anana, has ‘retired’ from choral work “besides Beth Protea. This is more of a chug (activity) than a
true choir,” says Bernard. “You do not have to be able to
sing to join this choir – you just need to love singing.”
“That’s me,” bellows an always animated Channa
Eidelman who was the first to admit “I can’t sing for
toffee; I’m here for the fun.” However, now when her
grandchildren tease her, “Safta, you can’t sing,” this pioneer member of Telfed’s staff from the 1950s can boast,
“at least I’m in a choir.”
And most will reveal that “Our choirmaster doesn’t audition us otherwise we would never have stood a chance.
The way we get ‘accepted’ is we come in and sit down.
The next we know we are singing.”
However, there were some who really had sung before
in “a previous life” - a reference to ‘life before aliyah’.
Howard Glazer had sung in the Bnei Akiva choir in
Johannesburg, Olly Orman in the Muizenberg Synagogue
choir, and Leah Lison, who with her late husband Cecil,
in the Paarl synagogue choir. “I’ve been singing in the
Beit Protea choir for nineteen years,” says Leah. “In fact,
some of the songs Cecil and I introduced are from our

The Happy Bunch
The resident choir is as old as Beth Protea itself. And if
Beth Protea is indebted to one man - Walter Robinson
(see previous article) - then its choir owes its genesis and
longevity also to one man - Bernard Bak. For the last
twenty years since Beth Protea opened its doors, Bernard
has volunteered as choirmaster, “and has never missed a
Wednesday choir practice in all the years, unless he has
been sick or out of the country,” says front row singer Phina Rosen, originally from Bulawayo. “He brings
All Smiles. Choirmaster Bernard Bak (centre) and the Beth Protea Choir

Paarl repertoire.”
I was about to hazard a guess what melodies those might
be, when Bernard raised his hand, the piano player hit
the keys, and the ‘little Lounge’ began to instantly pulsate
with a raucous rendition of “Sarie Marie”. I found myself adding my ‘croaks’ to the ‘Afrikaans liedjie’. Leaving
following Bernard’s announcement, “Right, next we have
to perfect our Eurovision entry,” I could not help notice
the look of pride on the face of Pearl Kaplan. She had
reason to be. Bernard is her son and the obvious joy he
brings to Beth Protea is apparent from the moment they
all open their mouths. “It’s the high note of our week,”
someone had earlier poignantly quipped.

The Shapiro Brothers

Sh owing th eir m ettle u nder fire

It was 2.30 a.m. April 22, 1979.
In an apartment on the second floor in Jabontinsky Street,
Nahariya, South African, Charlie Shapiro, was awakened by gunfire in his building. “Terrorists,” screamed
his girlfriend. Grabbing his firearm he was ready and
aiming when the terrorist kicked open the door. “I shot
him clean in the chest and then, as he laid there on his
back screaming for his comrades, I finished him off between the eyes.”
Looking down the corridor,
Charlie saw Danny Haran and his
4 year-old daughter Einat and in
front of them, a young terrorist with
curly hair, who he would later learn,
was the notorious Samir Kuntar.
“I heard Danny say, “Take me but
leave my daughter”. As I took aim
at Kuntar’s back and began squeezing the trigger, I saw a Kalashnikov
barrel come into view from the side
and I had to make an instant decision. I thought if I killed Kuntar,
this other terrorist would instinctively start firing and kill Danny
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and his daughter and so I pulled back.”
When Charlie again poked his head
to see what was happening, a grenade
exploded, “and the blast blinded me
temporarily in one eye and shrapnel
bloodied my face.”
Although still ready to engage the terrorists, Charlie
never received another opportunity to catch Kuntar in his
gun-sights. Kuntar proceeded on a murderous rampage
culminating in his capture that evening and conviction a
year later of what was described as one of the most brutal
terrorist attacks in Israel’s history. After spending nearly
three decades in prison, Kuntar was released on July 16,
2008 as part of an Israel-Hezbollah prisoner exchange.
While Israelis remember how Kuntar shot Danny at close
range in front of his daughter on the beach, and then held
his head under the water to make sure he was dead and
then killed Einat by smashing her skull against the rock,
in much of the Muslim world he was lionized. In 2008
Syria’s President Bashar Assad presented him with the nation’s highest medal, and in 2009, Kuntar was similarly
honored by Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
In the aftermath of this horror, Charlie was frequently written about in the local press and was honored each
year on the anniversary of the attack for his quick thinking and bravery. However, when he returned to South
Africa, his name was deleted from the story “under strict
instructions” as “the Israeli government felt that it could
not protect me if there was a reprisal abroad,” he told
Telfed Magazine during a recent visit to Israel to visit
his brother Bobby.
While the threat still remains real, Charlie feels that with
the passage of time and Kuntar now free, he is ready to
again share the experience publicly. He is currently publishing an autobiography “Memoirs of
Shipwreck Diver”
that will include
the attack covering the period he
was in Israel diving for shipwrecks
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Time Stands Still. Every year,
Bobby Shapiro joins his fellow
survivors and their families for the
anniversary of the 1978 Coastal
Road Massacre at the memorial in
Herzliya.

Tough Boeties!
Brothers Charlie and Bobby
Shapiro each took on Arab
terrorists head on.

in the Red Sea.
In his memoirs, he writes of meeting Ariel Sharon, then
Minister of Agriculture, immediately after the attack in
Nahariya. Less than a month later, while diving in the
Red Sea off Ras Momhammed, the southern Sinai experienced a freak storm with flash floods, “the worst in
fifty years. There was loss of life and terrible damage to
property.” Clothed in a pair of boxer shorts, Charlie was
digging a car out of the mud, “When who arrived to inspect the scene, but Arik Sharon. Instantly recognizing
Charlie from the terrorist attack, he came up to him and
bellowed, “Charlie – how come wherever there is a bloody
major catastrophe in Israel you are in the thick of it?”
Charlie could have answered, “It runs in the family.”

Coastal Road Massacre

Consider the odds - only a year before, Charlie’s brother
Bobby was caught in one of the worst terrorist attacks in
Israel’s history. On the 11th March 1978, 35 Israeli civilians lost their lives in a terrifying hijacking of an Egged
bus on the coastal highway between Tel Aviv and Haifa.
Masterminded by Abu Jihad
and undertaken by the PLO
faction ‘Fatah’, it began when
eleven terrorists from Lebanon,
including one woman, beached
boats on the coast at Ma’agan
Michael. At day’s end, the bus
More danger lurking above
the water than below. World
renowned sea treasure diver, Charlie
Shapiro in the Red Sea shortly before
the terror attack in 1979.

were positioned in
the front and back
of the bus, holding
grenades. Their fingers rested on the
safety pins, waiting for an order to
release.” That order
would come later.
“ Th e f e m a l e
terrorist, Dalia
Mughrabi - revered today
Remains of Israel’s Worst Terror Attack.
in Palestinian society that
The bus that took the lives of 35 Israeli passengers
proudly names schools and
and shattered the lives of many more.
summer camps after her screamed that they were
the terrorists hijacked was a burnt-out, skeletal shell. So
from Fatah and that we were going to Ben Gurion Airport
were the shattered lives of many Israelis.
where we would board a plane for an Arab country.”
Bobby and his wife Brenda were new immigrants from
Bobby did not know whether his family was alive or
South Africa on that fateful morning in March 1978 when
dead, but he knew they were not on the bus. “I also
together with their two young daughters were driving
knew that if I was to survive this day, I had to escape.
northbound on the coastal highway when they saw a bus
Boarding a plane was not an option for an Israeli with a
at the turnoff to Ma’agan Michael that appeared to have
South African passport. These were the thoughts going
been in a traffic accident. Bobby stopped. “Next thing I
through my mind.”
saw was this frantic woman running towards us screamNew developments made escape a receding option.
ing with a baby in her arms covered in blood.” Brenda
“They
began tying us up and I was bound back-to-back
jumped out of the car with their two young daughters
with a man whose wife was lying on the floor next to us
and two of their friends. “I’ll see if I can help with the
suffering with gunshot wounds. There was nothing we
injured. You take the mother and her baby to hospital,”
could do and she died shortly afterwards. By the time
were her parting words.
we passed the Wingate Institute, I had managed to wrigBobby sped off. A kilometer on, the mother became
gle free. It took me all the way from Ma’agan Michael to
hysterical.
achieve this. The man pleaded, “Tikshor et ze” - “Tie it
“Look what the terrorists have done.”
back on” - fearing they would kill us. I placed the rope
loosely back on and waited for the first opportunity to
“Terrorists, what terrorists?” screamed a bewildered Bobby.
dive out the window. I expected it to come sometime
Then the enormity of the misunderstanding hit him.
shortly before we reached the airport.”
He had left his family not at the scene of a ‘road acciIt came much sooner….near the Herzliya Country Club.
dent’, but in the clutches of terrorists. In the meantime
the infant in his car had died. “I stopped, hailed down
End of th e Road
an oncoming car with whom I left the mother and her
dead child, did a u-turn and sped back.”
The army had set up an ambush “and the next thing we
knew
they were shooting from both sides taking out the
No sooner had Bobby stopped behind the bus, when he
tires.
Mughrabi
threatened to blow up the bus. We had
found himself staring down the barrel of a Kalashnikov
little
reason
to
doubt
her.”
and ordered onto the bus. “There were eleven terrorists
although I did not note the number at the time. I looked
The order came. “Both terrorists, one in the front and
and shouted for my family but could not see them. I was
the one at the back, simultaneously released the safety
shoved to a seat. In the front, a woman terrorist was in
pins from their grenades. A passenger at the back, Yosie
command and barking orders in English, while another two
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Hochman, seeing what was about to happen, jumped on
the terrorist. The grenade exploded killing Yossie’s two
children and wife. Yossie miraculously survived, although
he lost both his legs.
“I was near the front and when I saw what was about to
happen and bundled myself into a ball. Don’t ask me how
I survived the explosion. The bus was now on fire. The
man that I had been
bound to, lay dead
beside his wife, who
had succumbed to her
wounds earlier. There
was death and carnage
everywhere. Instinct
took over and I dived
out the window only
to be caught dangling
for some five seconds
before I managed to
drop to the ground.
I dashed to a nearby
trench where I took
refuge with a woman and her daughter. She was pleading that her father was still in the bus and was about to
run back to try save him. I knew that meant certain death
and pulled her down. The terrorists were disembarking
from the bus and shooting in all directions. I could not
let her go. It was terrible and her father died on the bus.”
Through all the smoke and gunfire Bobby saw a man
writhing in agony on the ground next to the blazing bus.
“He was holding his stomach and was bleeding badly. I
do not know what got into me. Thinking I had lost my
wife and kids, I got up and ran to the fellow, picked him
up and darting through the smoke and gunfire, hurried
back to the trench.”
The man, Simcha Galon survived as did his wife Shosh.
Not so their seven year-old daughter.
Bobby had survived, but of his wife and daughters?
As soon as Bobby had sped off from the ‘accident’,
Brenda instantly realised it was a terrorist attack and
screamed at the girls to run up a hill. “The terrorists saw
us and opened fire,” said Brenda. “Thankfully the grass
was tall and I screamed at them to drop to the ground
and crawl. Bullets whizzed past us and after a few seconds
the firing stopped. I guess they thought they had killed us
because they didn’t bother to check. To this day we can-

A delegation of the leaders of AVIV (young members of WIZO) from
South Africa visit the Isaac Ochberg Memorial Park near Kibbutz Dalia.
Seen here with Annette Milliner (left), a member of the Telfed Executive
Committee and a lifetime member of WIZO both in South Africa and Israel
is (l-r) Elayne Ossip (Pretoria WIZO), Laurienne Baitz, (Durban and World
WIZO Aviv Representative), and Shereen Markowitz (WIZO Johannesburg).

not say how long we lay there until we heard Hebrew. “I
screamed “anuchnu po” – “we are here.”
They had been found by an IDF Commando Unit.

Epilogu e

Nestled in a picturesque homestead in Moshav Ben Ami
near Nahariya, the Shapiro family would again receive
a calling card from their neighbors in Lebanon. In the
Second Lebanese War in the summer of 2006, a Katyusha
fell a few meters away
Newspaper cutting from from their home leav1979. Charlie Shapiro
ing a massive gaping
(right) explaining his
hole in their garden.
role in the terror attack
It was nothing like
to Avigdor Ben Gal, IDF
Northern Commander.
the ‘gaping hole’ in
the lives of the families affected that day
in March 1978.
They meet once a year at the memorial
– the survivors.
They smile, they laugh, they hug and they
cry. They’re alive.

Keeping ‘A’Brest’ with
Och berg

When it comes to reminding Eastern Europeans of the
Jewish communities that once graced their landscape,
Southern African Jews are in the forefront.
In our March 2012 Telfed Magazine, we ran an article on the heartwarming role played by Abe and Glenda
Levitt of Kfar Saba to sponsor a Memorial Wall recording the names of the Jews of Plungyan murdered during
the Holocaust. “No longer do we speak of 1800 anonymous souls,” Abe bellowed at a report back meeting at
Telfed last year.
Two decades prior to the Shoah it was disease, famine and pogroms that were threatening Jews - particularly vulnerable were half a million Jewish orphans. One
hero who rose to the challenge was a South African, Isaac
Ochberg from Cape Town. In 1921 he personally saved
close to 200 orphans.
A grandson of one of those orphans is the SA Jewish
Times correspondent Lionel Slier. In October last year,
members of the family worldwide, including TV corre-

spondent Paula Slier from Modi’in, attended the official
opening of a permanent exhibition of Isaac Ochberg at
the Brest Jewish Museum in Belarus. This follows the inauguration in July 2011 of the Isaac Ochberg Memorial
Park at Even Yitzhak near Kibbutz Dalia.
“We saw where my grandmother Sarah Altuska was
born and lived until she was eleven years old, and then,
together with her two sisters and small brother brought
by ‘Daddy Ochberg’ to South Africa in 1921,” Paula told
Telfed Magazine.
Over 200 people attended the opening which was timed
to coincide with the celebration of the 20th Anniversary
of the rebirth of the Brest Jewish community decimated
by the Second World War and Soviet rule. “This permanent exhibition,” says Paula, “will educate future generations of the once vibrant Jewish life in their region and
what heroic measures had to be taken to save young, vulnerable souls when threatened by forces beyond a community’s control.”
Closer to home, the Isaac Ochberg Committee (Israel),
have over the last year hosted numerous overseas visitors
to the Ochberg Memorial Park, including delegations of
the JNF leadership from Canada, as well as a number of
WIZO delegations from South Africa. Chairman of the
committee Bennie Penzik - whose late parents were both
Ochberg Orphans - remarked how “wonderful it will be
in the years ahead to see families enjoying the park’s facilities. Ochberg, who is most remembered for saving
children from certain death, would be so proud to see
young kids playing in the park overlooking the kibbutzim whose land was bought by money he bequeathed to
Israel in the 1930s.”
The park today is the epicenter of the Ochberg Heritage

Slier Family and Friends at the Brest Jewish Museum
in Belarus: back row: Jack Slier, Alicia Slier, Lionel Slier, Lee
Jacobson, Phillipa Jacobson, Tania Jacobson, Susan Jacobson. front row:
Hayley Slier, Tziona Agulnik, Paula Slier and Daniel Goldfine.

Centre, committed to educating about the legacy and values of Isaac Ochberg. Bennie, over the last year, has been
addressing schoolchildren in the Megiddo region on how
‘Daddy Ochberg’ saved Jewish children “many of them
your age,” and how much of the land, “you drive past
every day in your school bus” was acquired only because
of Ochberg’s foresight and generosity.
At least today, when children see signs in the region
marked ‘Even Yitzchak’, they will know it is not honouring Yitzchak Rabin or the Patriarch Isaac from the Bible,
but Yitzchak Ochberg from Cape Town, who in keeping
with the other illustrious Isaacs, also made an indelible
mark on the future of the Jewish State.

The Art of Life

She had no interest in art, shied away from it at school,
and now at the age of seventy, has had her first exhibition.
Fay Korren (nee Gans of Cape Town) moved from
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Jerusalem to Tel Aviv three years ago and “looked for things
to do.” Her early married life was spent in Stockholm (5
years) and Washington DC (6 years), where her husband
(since divorced) was the Israeli consul. “I don’t miss it in
the least. It’s not the glorified life it’s cracked up to be.
Yes, endless entertaining, but hardly ever with the folk
you want to share time with and apart from having to
smile all the time – a major requisite for a diplomat’s
wife, and a constant effort - I
always found
that I was being
interrogated.”
And then there
were the security issues. “We
always had
t o re s i d e i n
an apartment
at least three
floors up and
Pictures at an Exhibition. Fay Korren stands
before her work at her first exhibition.
I nearly came a
cropper when
someone - not too favourably disposed towards Israel deposited a pound of sugar in my gas tank.”
No such constraints and concerns today, Fay is free
to express herself as she chooses, “I first tried ceramics
and then moved into working with pencil, pastel and
acrylic.” She smiles as she recalls “my previous foray
into this area – the squares with the add-ons of chimneys, doors and windows. Hardly a portend of an exhibition six decades later!”
Enrolling for art classes less than a year ago at the
Moadon Hagimalaim in Tel Aviv, Fay found that her
teacher “was not really teaching but guiding me.” Still
life, landscapes, Haredim, animals and semi-nudes “just
came flowing out from me, as if I had found some release and without any schooling, I found I could draw
and draw well.”
Which only goes to show, it’s never too late to discover new things about oneself! Her friends, who came
from all over Israel to see her exhibition, all commented: “I didn’t know you had such talent.”
“Neither did I ’til nine months ago - a bit like a surprise arrival,” she chuckles. •
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In Memoriam

A young Slevin
Family in Eilat in the
late 1950s.

Telfed chairman Dave Bloom, members of the
Directorate, Executive Council and all staff express
heartfelt condolences to families whose loved ones (listed
below) have passed away in recent months:
Alan Stern (Ra’anana)
Arlene Kramer (Ra’anana)
Arthur Chaskalson (S.A.)
Berel Koseff (Jerusalem)
Cecil Slevin (Eilat)
Dave Meyerson (Nordia)
Dot Isacowitz (Nordia)
Joyce Newman-Merry (Tel Mond)
Judith Gutstein (S.A.)
Lia Amiel (Haifa)
Martin Peled (Kfar Saba)
Rachel Furst (Givatayim)
Sheila Slome (Netanya)
Solly Chait (Beit Shemesh)
Solomon Rootshtain (Raanana)

Cecil Slevin
At 99, Cecil was not only the oldest
Southern African to be living in Eilat
at the time of his recent passing – one
month short of his 100th – but also the
Red Sea resort’s longest living Southern
African resident.
When he and his late wife Pat arrived
in Eilat in 1958, there was no Telfed
representative to welcome them to the
town as there is today. There was hardly a town! Pat wrote at the time: “There
are very few tarred roads, and the flats
appear to be built all higgledy-piggeldy,
without any town planning, or clear
cut paths between them. The ground
is rough, stony, and uneven, and shoes
wear down in a couple of weeks.”

Well, more ‘shoes’ worn by Southern
African settlers did make their way
over the years to Eilat, and pioneers
Cecil and Pat, was the ‘Telfed’ of their
day - welcoming the new Southern
African olim and assisting them in
settling down.
Like the rock of the desert, the
Slevin family is embedded into the
Arava. Cecil’s son Gil, who lives on
Moshav Hatseva, is Head of the Local
Development Council of Central
Arava, and is involved in all development projects in the area. It was
in his home that the Committee for
Preparatory talks for the peace agreement between Israel and Jordan took
place. And if a Slevin lent their home
in the pursuit of peace, they too, paid
a steep price in times of war. Cecil’s
grandson, Gil and Iris’s son, Lotan, a
Lieutenant in a Tank Unit, fell in the
line of duty in the Second Lebanese
War of 2006.
Gil and Iris, with the co-operation
of the Ministry of Welfare, initiated
a project in memory of Lotan called
“Lotan’s Way”. It is a project which
brings groups of “youth at risk” to
the desert and teaches them to face
and overcome difficulties and challenges in the desert and thus in life
itself - a journey that began in the
desert with Cecil and Pat.
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences to Cecil’s three children, seven
grandchildren and three great- grandchildren. •

All
tributes
by David
Kaplan

Telfed knows all about Dot’s “sunshine”. Together with her late husband Issy, they led a merry band of
Southern African volunteers when she
chaired the Netanya Telfed Regional
Committee. This writer recalls his
very first meeting at Telfed in 1990 at
Clal Building in Tel Aviv - an Aliyah
& Klitah meeting - where Dot presented a report of Netanya’s activities
and events that matched a CEO’s report at a company’s AGM. The jaws
Joyce Newman-Merry
dropped of all the folk sitting around
“Joyce is fondly remembered as a
that table representing SA communipast dedicated Telfed member of staff
ties from all over Israel as they lisfor a number of years,” said Sidney
tened to the ‘Maestro of Volunteers’
Shapiro, Director of Telfed.”She ran
report on an endless list of activities
our Endowments and Scholarships
ranging from welcoming a steady
division with such passion, commitstream of Southern African olim and
ment and efficiency that she set the
integrating them into the community,
tone for those who followed after
to the many projects with the city’s
her.” Telfed expresses heartfelt conpoor, children in distress and the
dolences to her daughters Leslie and
initiatives for absorbing in Netanya
Gail and their families.•
the mass of Russian and Ethiopian
olim. Dot emerged as a role model to
the breed of
Dot Isacowitz
younger volWith son Peter
unteers joinplaying on one
ing Telfed at
of his own handthe time who
made instruments,
then followed
the people at the
her lead in
funeral quietly and
how to work
then louder began
with the mujoining in singing
nicipalities
the melodious tune:
in organiz“You are my suning commushine My only sunnity projects.
Dot Isacowitz with her talented granddaughter,
shine You make me
Apart from her
Maya Isacowitz following her public concert at
happy When the skies
Beth Protea last year.
drive and effiare grey You’ll never
ciency, she had
know dear How much I love you So please
a manner that endeared her to everydon’t take My sunshine away”
one she assisted and who worked with
For all who knew Dot, she brought
her – hence “the sunshine”.
“sunshine” to “our family, to her
Her rays will leave a lasting legacy.
friends, to all you people standing
Telfed expresses heartfelt condohere today, and to all the people she
lences to children Rael, Lynn, Peter
enriched in her volunteer work,” said
and their families. •
daughter Lynn Lochoff.
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Classifieds
Accommodation
Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya,
website www.rentisrael.com , info@
rentisrael.com (050)711-7967 voip
(416)630-9639 skype caryfox1
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,
central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact
Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399,
Not Shabbat.
B & B in Centre of Ra’anana Double
Room + own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel: (077)210-3230, (052)676-5517.
annhlevin@hotmail.com
Ra’anana: 2 roomed furnished apartments,
short and long term. Great location. Also
available either weekly or monthly: Daniel
Hotel, Herzliya, Studio apartment with
lovely sea view. Tel: (09) 774-2303, Fax
(09) 771-7202. Not Shabbat.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or
long term. (050)792-4473.
Ex-South African, specializing in holiday apartments throughout Israel - special discount for South Africans - website
www.holidayapartments.co.il - telephone
(09)7727163 or (054)7844818

Antique Clock Repairs

Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I
am a specialist in this field! Countrywide
Service. I also buy and sell classic and
unique clocks. Susan (09)772-9222,
(052)243-0040.

POPE-GERI
INSURANCE
Catering

R

FO ELL
Fonda’s Catering C
EX
catering for all occar and house insurance
casions. Offering
- English Summary certified Kosher catering from Fonda’s at
medical and life insurance
Meatland for all your
catering needs from
countrywide (09)862-4824
Britot to Weddings.
For further information, contact Nicky 052-8488678.

Israel’s PC doctor, complete PC, Network,
& Internet Support – House calls day or
night; Expertly solving all computer problems; repairs, sales, upgrades & instruction,
Microsoft & CompTIA Certified; 21 years
experience. Free consultations & advice.
Remote & Onsite Support. References available–see website. Contact Beau: (054)7726239, beau1@techie.com; www.israelpcdoctor.com

Counselling

Improve relationships - marital, family
and individual counselling. Trauma debriefing. Loss and grief work. Building
self-esteem and teaching social and problem-solving skills for teens. Jackie Galgut
(054) 9762513. (Counselling social worker)

Electrician

Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical and household appliances: repairs,
instillation and maintenance, in Modiin,
Jerusalem, Beit Shemesh and the Sharon
Areas. For friendly and reliable service call
Shimon Zack, (054)245-6448 (052)2953717, (08)970-7194. Not Shabbat.

Handyman

Your handyman for all your home maintenance requirements in the Sharon Area:
•Painting •Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry
•Fencing •General Repairs •Pergolas. For a
free quotation, call Craig (052)867-5235

Sewing Machines

Repairs on all makes of sewing machines and overlockers. Big discounts
on new machine prices. Trade-ins accepted. Used machines bought and sold.
Free advice and help gladly given. Jock
Kahn (09) 7741568, (052)4672113

We Want

Any China, household goods, tableware,
silver plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small
furniture that you can live without? Or
moving house? We’ll make you an offer
you can live with. Call Sol or Lorraine,
Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov Street, Ramat
Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

What you do is your
business.
If you want people to
know about it, its
OUR business.
Why not take a Classified
Advert? For only NIS 200 you will reach
the entire Southern African community
in Israel. If you take a contract for four issues, you will receive a 15% discount. on
the package.
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Call Hilary Kaplan:

12 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

E

C
EN

Computer

For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever, Whenever...

Please contact David Kaplan at
09-7672404, 050-7432361 or
email: hildav@netvision.net.il

Check our
website:

www.shakedtours.co.il
or contact:

NIEL BOBROV
at Shaked Tours
09-8607001
niel@shakedtours.co.il

WINTER SPECIALS

09-7672404
050-5372522
hildav@netvision.net.il

REDUCED FARES FOR WINTER NOW AVAILABLE:
for travel before 28th Feb 2013
JOHANNESBURG: From: $999
NEW YORK: From: $700
BANGKOK: From: $1050
CYPRUS: From: $299

Prices on selected flights including all taxes

++ EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNTS ON ALL CRUISES
+++BLACK FOREST PACKAGES - in fully furnished apartments from 100 Euro per day

